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Abstract

Quality of a nursing home depends not only on having vast amount of information, but
requires the ability to comprehend and represent the core features that can cause a
particular deficiency. Decision trees exist as a tool that can create a rule-based
representation of the features and their causal effect. Rough Sets, on the other hand,
provide mechanisms to extract significant features and contradictory rules in a data set.
However, as little use has been made of these techniques in nursing home research;
therefore, this study explores the relationships between feature granulation and decision
tree comprehension and accuracy in prediction of deficiencies. After cleaning data taken
from the U.S. Medicare website, three forms of granulations were performed: attribute
grouping, removal of insignificant attributes and finally, increasing data consistency by
removing contradictory cases. The study found that attribute grouping decreased the tree
size, whereas removing insignificant attributes decreased tree complexity and data
consistency. In addition, positive correlation was discovered between the removal of
insignificant attributes and the error in prediction. Lastly, increasing the data consistency
only

showed

negative

correlation

with

error

in

prediction.

Therefore,

obtaining

comprehension and accuracy of a model requires a balance between attribute binning,
removal and data consistency.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction
In the present information age vast amount of information is being produced. According
to a 2000 study, conducted by the University of California at Berkley, 1.5 billion
gigabytes of storage space is required to store the world’s total yearly production of
information [1]. However, the size of the data makes it extremely difficult for people to
understand and interpret the data. Therefore, over the years scientists and researchers
from statistics, artificial intelligence, information theory and computing have created a
framework and developed techniques to ‘mine’ knowledge out of these ‘mountains’ of
data. This extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information
from data is hence called ‘data mining’ [2].

The techniques developed in data mining can be divided into the following [3]:
1. Classification.
2. Estimation.
3. Prediction.
4. Affinity grouping.
5. Clustering.
6. Description and profiling.

The above grouping is only one of the various ways of classifying the tasks that data
mining can perform. The present focus is on the classification task, where classification
includes analyzing the features of a new object and assigning it to a predefined set of
classes [3]. Amongst the various classification techniques advanced, the role of decision
trees in the classification of deficiencies in nursing homes is studied. This is because the
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majority of research conducted on nursing homes relies upon regression or estimation
techniques, where a data item is mapped to a real-valued prediction variable [4],
devoiding a user of knowing the cause and effect relationships inherent in a decision rule.
Decision trees provide an easy to use and comprehensible structure of knowing the
occurrence of an outcome based on certain input parameters.

However, decision trees suffer from becoming overly complex and being easily affected
by slight changes in the training set [5]. To overcome these disadvantages, ideas from
granular computing, in particular rough sets, have been employed to investigate the
relationships that exist between the complexity of the decision tree, data set consistency
and the classification accuracy, as the dataset is transposed to a lower granular level.

In particular the following three forms of relationships will be explored:
1. The effect of attribute binning upon model complexity, accuracy and data
consistency.
2. The effect of reducing insignificant attributes upon model complexity, accuracy
and data consistency.
3. The effect of change in data consistency upon accuracy and model complexity.

The division of the chapters in the present study follows the general KDD (knowledge
discovery in database) process outlined by Fayyad (1996). There are nine steps in the
methodology [4]:
1. Learning the application domain.
2. Creating a target data set.
3. Data cleaning and preprocessing.
4. Data reduction and projection.
5. Choosing the function of data mining.
6. Choosing the data mining algorithm.
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7. Data mining.
8. Interpretation.
9. Using discovered knowledge.

The focus of Chapter 2 is on providing the necessary background knowledge of nursing
homes, decision trees, granular computing and rough sets.

The target data set and its explanation is provided in Chapter 3, while the data cleaning
and preprocessing steps are discussed in Chapter 3. Steps 4 and 7 are the subject matter
of Chapter 5. The interpretation of the results is carried out in Chapter 5, as well as in
Chapter 6. The interpretation carried out in Chapter 5 is based on a single set of
experiments, while Chapter 6 provides an overall summary of results and discusses areas
where the discovered knowledge can be used for further research. Steps 5 and 6 are
subsumed within the research objective.
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Chapter 2:
Background Information
2.1

Nursing Homes

This section provides basic information on the way quality is measured in nursing homes,
the various factors used in research as well as limitations of present methodologies.

2.1.1 Measuring Quality
When researching the quality of nursing homes, the first question that arises is how to
measure quality. What measures would serve as a good indication of the quality of a
nursing home? This question is not only important in a theoretical framework of research
but also has important implications in the practical spheres of litigation, business policies,
and the welfare and safety of the residents and their families.

2.1.2 Indicators of Quality
The measures of nursing home quality are divided into three main kinds: resident
outcomes, structural outcomes and process outcomes. Resident outcomes include articles
such as whether the condition of a patient in the nursing home has improved or not [6].

Whereas, structural outcomes are more concerned with the physical characteristics of a
nursing home, such as the number of beds, the size of a nursing home and likewise. It
also includes staffing measures such as the number of nurses, number of working hours,
staff turnover and whether they are certified or not. Donabedian (1978) defined
structural outcomes as a mixture of social and material outcomes including the
qualifications, organization and governance of the staff as well as the space, equipment
and physical facilities used to provide care for the residents [7].
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Lastly, process outcomes are involved with the nature of care provided at the nursing
home. It includes areas such as the use of physical restraints, psychoactive drugs and
catheter. In other words, they are concerned with the procedures used by nurses to
provide care [6].

2.1.3 Quality or Deficiency
Given the importance of measuring the quality of a nursing home, the question arises
whether the deficiencies that a nursing home receives during annual inspections ought to
be regarded as a suitable measure for assessing quality. Some researchers have taken
deficiencies alone as equivalent to quality, whereas others have either ignored
deficiencies altogether or included them with other measures. Researchers that have
included deficiencies alone as a measure of quality include Harrington [8, 9]. Also, [10],
whilst researching into nursing home complaints and quality of care, compared the
complaints with the deficiencies and made inferences about nursing home quality based
on the number of deficiencies.

On the other hand, there are many researchers who have not equated deficiency alone
with quality. For example, [11] argues for the use of resident voice through surveys as a
measure of quality. In [12], quality was measured based on a comparison between
process outcomes, the number of health and non-health related deficiencies and the
hours spent by the administration.

Based on the above research it can be concluded that even though deficiencies are an
important indicator of a nursing home quality, they alone may not be equated with
quality. The Nursing Home Compare Website [13] divided deficiencies into two kinds:
health-related and non-health related. Health-related deficiencies include the following
eight categories:
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1. Mistreatment Deficiencies.
2. Quality Care Deficiencies.
3. Resident Assessment Deficiencies.
4. Resident Rights Deficiencies.
5. Nutrition and Dietary Deficiencies.
6. Pharmacy Service Deficiencies.
7. Environmental Deficiencies.
8. Administration Deficiencies.

Non-health related deficiencies are concerned with the architectural and engineering
features of the nursing home. They include the following nineteen categories:
1. Building Construction.
2. Interior Finish.
3. Corridor Walls And Door.
4. Vertical Openings.
5. Smoke Compartmentation and Control.
6. Hazardous Area.
7. Exit and Exit Access.
8. Exits and Egress.
9. Illumination And Emergency Power.
10. Emergency Plans And Fire Drills.
11. Fire Alarm Systems.
12. Automatic Sprinkler Systems.
13. Smoking Regulations.
14. Building Service Equipment.
15. Furnishings and Decorations.
16. Laboratories.
17. Medical Gases and Anesthetizing Areas.
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18. Electrical Deficiencies.
19. Miscellaneous.

It can be observed that these deficiencies do not include criteria that could be important
for assessing the quality of a nursing home such as the number of certified nurses or
resident voice. Hence, evaluating quality cannot simply be taken as a count of the
number of deficiencies as explained below:

"No single or simple formula is available to guide those attempting to evaluate the
quality of long-term care. Evaluators must determine how to interpret a variety of data
on health outcomes and provider performance, on many different aspects of care for
many individual consumers, and on many providers over a period of time. [14]”

Taking this into account, one cannot over-estimate the importance of deficiencies
because they are the prime focus of inspectors and whether a nursing home is sued or
closed depends upon them. For example, [15] investigated nursing home characterstics
and their impact on the number of lawsuits from 1997-2001 and found that more
deficiencies contributed to a higher numbers of lawsuits.

2.1.4 Factors Affecting Deficiencies
There are several factors that can affect the number of deficiencies, which are explained
below. This list is by no means exhaustive but it gives a sense of what factors
researchers have focused on.

2.1.4.1

Nurse Turnover

Nursing homes employing permanent nurses were cited with fewer deficiencies and so
inversely, the use of contracted nurses resulted in an increase in deficiency citations.
[16] examined the use of contract nurses in United States from 1992 through 2002 and
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found that employing contract nurses increased the number of deficiency citations and
also led to poorer facility characteristics. In addition, [17] observed that reducing the
turnover of RN (Registered Nurse) certified nurses improved nursing home quality.

2.1.4.2

Nurse Certification

Nurse certification, whether RN (Registered Nurse) or CN (Certified Nurse), was
associated with a decrease in the number of deficiencies [18]. Moreover, nursing homes
that hired certified nurses have also been predicted to have fewer lawsuits [15].

2.1.4.3

Number of Hours Spent by Staff

[19] investigated the validity of the hypothesis that fewer nursing hours would be
associated with more deficiencies. In general, it was found that there was a correlation
between the hours spent and the number of deficiencies. An association was found
between quality of life deficiencies and the fewer hours spent working by nursing
assistant staff and other care staff. Whereas, fewer administrative staff hours were
affiliated with other deficiencies. However, the research recognized that the significance
of the correlation between the hours spent by staff and deficiencies was not as strong
compared with facility characteristics and location.

2.1.4.4

Complaints

A five year study done on nursing homes complaints by [10] showed that the number of
complaints were positively associated with deficiencies. However, research done by [20]
on complaints and unionization uncovered that unionized nursing facilities showed more
complaints than non-unionized. Therefore, deficiencies may not only be associated with
the number of complaints an institution receives and other factors such as unionization
may also be involved.
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2.1.4.5

Corporate Status: For-profit or not-for-profit

The evidence overwhelmingly argued in favour of not-for-proft nursing homes having less
deficiencies. [15] showed that more deficiencies are associated with for-profit nursing
homes and [21] concluded that relative to not-for-profit or public homes, investor-owned
nursing homes provide worse quality of care. Further research revealed that when profit
went above a certain threshold level then the number of deficiencies tend to increase
[22]. However, despite this evidence, some studies have suggested that for-profit
nrusing homes may be more efficient than not-for-profit [23] and if efficiency is taken as
a sign of quality, then it raises a need for more research to be conducted on the role of
profit upon the quality of a nursing home.

2.1.4.6

Medicare or Medicaid Residents

Higher percentages of Medicaid residents were associated with more deficiencies
according to [19]. Changes made in Medicare payment have not had a strong effect on
the deficiencies compared with the staffing levels and future research will determine if
worse outcomes were associated with Medicare payment changes [24].

2.1.4.7

Location

It was observed that there was wide variation of deficiencies amongst states and within
states [25]. [26] found that nursing homes located anywhere but in the south of USA had
better quality.

2.1.4.8

Corporate Standardization

Providing guidelines and corporate training in general leads to less deficiencies [27].
However, this evidence needs to be accepted with certain qualification because the type
of standardization plays an important role in whether there will be a respective change in
deficiencies. For example, [27] noted that the standardization of neither clinical activities
nor administrative practices had an effect on deficiencies. Standardization of clinical
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activities only lowered pressure ulcers. In contrast, pressure ulcers increased upon the
standardization of administrative practices.

2.1.5 Limitations of Methodology
The majority of the research on deficiencies followed a quantitative methodology of
measuring quality and were based on regression or multi-variate models. Even though
the studies have considered relationships between factors such as ownership, staffing
hours and the number of deficiencies given to a nursing home, regression based models
do not provide information on how the individual factors contribute to a particular
deficiency and whether a particular deficiency will occur or not. This is because
regression techniques only show us that there is a relationship between the various
factors: whether linear or non-linear, but not how one factor affects another in producing
a deficiency. [28] explained that when the relationship amongst variables is one or more
of the following three types: interaction, non-linear and causal then regression analysis
encounters difficulty.

Furthermore, [29] criticized the use of traditional statistical techniques in the area of
clinical data because complex interactions or patterns may exist in the data. Variables do
not exist in isolation, and within a particular problem domain some are more relevant
than others. These types of interactions are generally difficult to model with statistical
techniques

especially

when

the

number

of

interactions

and

variables

becomes

substantial.

Regression has also been shown to perform better on smaller data sets than larger data
sets as concluded in an extensive analysis done by [30] on logistic regression and tree
induction. With the current practice to store more and more clinical data in large
databases, it becomes essential to arrive at better prediction tools that are cheaper,
faster, more flexible, better reported and more multidimensional than regression [31].
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Decision trees have been used extensively especially in medical and clinical areas, from
assigning protein function to predicting splice sites [32] as well as in many other real
world situations [33].

Decision trees provide an intuitive representation that is easy to understand and can thus
help in policy making. Moreover, concepts from granular computing help in transforming
variables into a human-centric format that is easily understandable, as clinicians
generally do not think in terms of probability but rather in terms of categories, such as
‘low risk’ versus ‘high risk’ [29].

In summary it is important that decision trees are used to predict nursing home
deficiencies because:
•

They show how the various attribute contribute with one another to produce a
particular deficiency.

•

They work well with large data sets.

•

They have been used successfully in many real world applications.

•

They are intuitive and easy to understand, which can help administrative staff to
implement better policies to improve quality standards.

2.2

A Survey of Decision Trees

Decision trees are a component of an area of machine learning called ‘supervised
learning’. Its objective is to classify records using the examples provided by the trainer
[34]. The majority of the algorithms that have been developed in supervised learning use
inductive learning in contrast to deductive learning. The difference between the two is
that, in deductive learning knowledge is obtained as a logical consequence from the
stored information whereas inductive learning involves predicting new knowledge based
on regularities and patterns in the training data [34].
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The principle behind decision trees is very simple: divide and conquer. It divides a
problem, recursively, by a series of tests until the final result is achieved [35].
Fundamentally there are two parts to all decision tree algorithms:
1. Construction of the tree, which involves the attainment of the right splitting
measure to branch the tree.
2. Pruning the tree to enhance understanding, prevent overfitting and creating
simpler trees.

In [36], an additional third step is also mentioned, which involves processing the pruned
trees to generate rules. Sometimes the pruning is done during the construction phase
and at other times it is performed after the tree construction.

Algorithms for decision trees can be divided into two kinds: incremental and nonincremental. Incremental algorithms develop a tree and then incorporate new knowledge
without reconstructing the entire tree. Non-incremental ones, on the other hand build the
tree from beginning everytime. One of the most popular and oldest non-incremental
algorithm for decision tree construction is ID3, which was develped by Quinlan (1986).

2.2.1 ID3
Classification of an unknown object is very easy in case of a data set consisting of
instances that are all identical and are all members of the same class. The decision tree
would consist of one leaf, which is that class. However, once multiple items exist
belonging to more than one unique class then there is a need to decide what combination
of the input attributes would result in the shortest tree with the most accurate prediction.
Hence, the selection of the attributes is crucial in the constructing of the tree that is
simple and easy to comprehend [37]. The principle guiding the selection of the attribute
is (a) that the resulting split divides heterogenous classes and (b) that there is
homogenity between the class labels and the instances leading to them. Homogenity
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between the class labels and the instances permits the extraction of IF-THEN rules. This
‘purity’ that is gained in choosing an attribute needs to be measured. ID3 uses the ideas
of entropy and gain to select the attribute. Entropy is measured by the following formula:
c

Entropy( s) = −∑ pi log 2 pi

(1)

i =1

th

Where pi is the proportion of the examples belonging to the i class. Gain is collected
using the following formula:

Gain( S , Fi ) = Entropy ( S ) −

∑

vi∈VF j

S vi
S

.Entropy( S v i )

(2)

V F j is the set of all possible values of feature F j and S vi is subset of S , for which feature
F j has a value vi .
The purpose of using entropy is to calculate the amount of uncertainty in the data. The
higher the entropy, the more information is required to describe the data. Since, we want
to have small trees therefore, we choose attributes that lead to the least entropy and
provide us the most gain in information [33]. This process continues iteratively until
there is no more or hardly any significant gain in information.

One of the main problems with ID3 is its use of gain in selecting attributes because gain
has been observed to favor attributes with many values [38]. To compensate for this
deficiency other splitting measures, such as distance, Gain Ratio, Gini Index and
misclassification error are adopted.

2.2.2 ID5R
As previously stated, ID3 primarily uses a non-incremental approach to build the tree.
ID5R was developed by Utgoff (1989) to remedy this situation. ID5R is similar to ID3
except that after every iteration, it does not destroy the old tree but instead restructures
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it to incorporate the new information. All instances of the same class are placed together
in the form of attribute-value pairs [39]. When it receives data about a new class, then it
is expanded, and depending on the entropy score, the tree may be restructured so that
the root node is the one with the lowest entropy.

2.2.3 C4.5
C4.5 was built by Quinlan (1993) after his works with ID3. C4.5 was designed to include
pruning, which was missing in ID3, as well as to handle continuous variables. In addition,
C4.5 can handle missing data [40]. The splitting measure used in C4.5 is gain ratio
rather than gain because of the bias towards multiple values. Missing data is handled
firstly by considering how to calculate the gain ratio and secondly by dividing the cases
with missing values into subsets. The standard formula used to calculate gain ratio
without missing values is:

GainRatio ( S , F j ) =

Informatio nGain ( S , F j )
SplitInfor mation ( S , F j )

(3)

Split Information is the entropy of S with respect to values of feature F j . With missing
values the gain is multiplied by the ratio of known cases and is divided by the total
number of cases. C4.5 also considers missing values as an additional group [40].

With respect to dividing the cases with missing values into subsets, C4.5 incorporates the
ideas of weights, where weight is defined as ratio of the number of outcome already
classified and the total instances of that class in the set of data. For example, if in a data
set there are 30 cases of color, 10 of them are red, 15 of them are green and the
remaining 5 are blue, then the weight of green would be 15/30. And this weight is
passed to all the outcomes so that the sum of them still equals to one.
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Continuous variables are handled by partitioning the values of an attribute into sets that
are greater than or less than a certain threshold value.

2.2.4 Pruning Methodologies
A decision tree that is constructed may be too large containing many branches and rules
that are irrelevant or of little statistical value. In that case the tree needs be pruned to
make it smaller and remove some of the branches while maintaining the accuracy of the
tree. Another objective of pruning is to prevent overfitting [41], which means that the
model is unnecessarily complex.

There are two implementations of pruning: pre-pruning and post-pruning. Pre-pruning is
done while the tree is being constructed. The criteria to consider is determining when to
stop constructing the tree [36]. There are number of rules that can be used to stop the
construction of the tree. [42] mentions the following five rules:

1) All observations reaching a node belong to the same class.
2) All observations reaching a node have the same feature vector (but do not
necessarily belong to the same class).
3) The number of observations in a node is less than a certain threshold.
4) There is no rejection for chi-square tests on the independence between a feature
Xj and the class attribute C.
5) The merit attributed to all possible tests which partition the set of observations in
the node is too low.

Rule 1 and Rule 2 mean that the attribute values lead to the correct classification. Rule 3
is used in case of an attribute with many values. So, a threshold is applied to limit the
number of observations. One problem encountered in this approach is that the decision
tree may not account for exceptions. Rule 3 and Rule 4 are related. In Rule 4 the value
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or feature selected is checked for any statistical significance. Rule 5 involves the splitting
criteria used to divide the tree. If there is no significant information gain, then the tree
construction stops.

The problem with pre-pruning is that it only considers the tree that has been constructed
so far and does not take into consideration nodes that have not been added. Therefore,
some pruning techniques are also employed after the tree is fully constructed. This is
called post-pruning.

There are a number of post-pruning techniques. The six main ones are:
1) Reduced Error Pruning (REP).
2) Pessimistic Error Pruning (PEP).
3) Minimum Error Pruning (MEP).
4) Critical Value Pruning (CVP).
5) Cost-Complexity Pruning (CCP).
6) Error-Based Pruning (EBP).
There have been been many studies done comparing the merit of various pruning
methods [42, 43]. These studies found that MEP and EBP tends to under-prune. Also MEP
is very sensitive to the number of classes. Hence, it is the least accurate. PEP, used in
C4.5 does not need a separate test data set and is quick, but also crude [43]. CVP and
REP tend to prune well and create accurate results. CCP, on the other hand, may actually
miss the best pruned tree because it limits selection to a subset of all possible pruned
trees.

2.3

Granular Computing

As suggested earlier, one of the problems with decision trees is that they get overly
complex with large data set. Pruning is one way of reducing the size of the decision
trees. However, researchers have employed other techniques to construct decision trees
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that are small and accurate. [44] used an evolutionary algorithm called DEMO that
considers the accuracy and size in tree construction by searching the decision space for
an optimal set of parameters. A similar study [45] used a genetic search to select the set
of inputs to build a C4.5 tree. Other researchers have sought the possibility of creating a
number of decision trees then extracting rules, resolving conflicting rules and finally
merging the resulting rules. [46].

To simplify a concept while maintaining its accuracy is also one of the objectives of an
emerging paradigm of computing called granular computing. Granular computing views
the world divided into entities called information granules, that are grouped together due
to their similarity, functional adjacency, indistinguishability or coherence [47]. A highly
detailed granular world can be abstracted into lower granulation using formal frameworks
that proximates the original representation. This can be formally written as:
G=<X, G, A...>[47]
where G is the granulation process, X is the element to be granualized, G is a family of
reference and A refers to abstractions.

Thus, knowledge is divided into layers or hierarchies, building an information pyramid
where the granules at the base are large in number and containing the most details and
the granules at the apex have the smallest number of details, containing only the core
information granules. This is illustrated in the figure below:
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Figure 2.1 An information processing pyramid[48]
Moving from one respective layer to another involves the process of decoding and
encoding, each of which can have associated error or loss in the accuracy of information.

The issue of relevance and how to define the ‘size’ of an information granule is of
fundamental importance in the field of granular computing and depends on the problem
in which such granules are used. In general, high information granularity levels are
associated with a decrease in the usefulness of the concept.

The problem of large decision trees and the lack of comprehensibility can now be viewed
in light of the framework of granular computing, as such large decision trees exist at a
high granulation. Decision trees also share the two primary motivations of all formal
methods used in granular computing [48]:
1. A need to split a problem into smaller tasks.
2. A need to comprehend the problem without getting into unnecessary detail.

This sharing of principles between data mining and granular computing was also
recognized by [49]. Hence, granular computing serves as a powerful model for solving
the problem of balancing accuracy and size of a decision tree.
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2.4

Rough Sets

There are many frameworks available for modelling a granular world. In this paper,
rough sets are employed because they require no additional information, allow data
reduction

and

determining

significance

of

attributes

and

offer

straightforward

interpretation of obtained results [50]. The proceeding discussion focuses only on
providing basic information on rough sets and introduces concepts relevant in this
research.

Rough set theory was introduced by Pawlak in the 1980s as a way of dealing with the
idea of vagueness in knowledge [51]. The primary concepts involved in rough set theory
include:
1. Set Approximation.
2. Attribute Dependency.
3. Dimension Reduction.

A rough set takes as input an ‘information system’ (IS) consisting of pairs of objects U
and attributes A so that IS=(U,A) and U ={x1, x2,…,xm}. For illustration purposes an
information system could look like the one below.

Table 2.1 An example information system
Headache

Muscle-pain

Temperature

x1

No

Yes

High

x2

Yes

No

High

x3

Yes

Yes

Very high

x4

No

Yes

Normal

x5

Yes

No

High

x6

No

Yes

Very high
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In this case U={x1, x2, x3,…, x6}. A is a non-empty finite set of attributes such that

a : U →V a for all a ∈ A . So, A ={Headache, Muscle-pain, Temperature...} and a could
be ‘Headache’ for example.

V a is called the value set of a , so VHeadache ={No, Yes, Yes,

No, Yes, No}.

The information system above turns into a decision system, T, when an attribute d is
included such that d ∉ A , so that T = (U , A ∪ {d }) . The elements of A are now called
the conditions and d

is called the decision. Thus, Table 2.1 gets modified to the

following, where Flu is the decision

Table 2.2: An example decision system
Headache

Muscle-pain

Temperature

Flu

x1

No

Yes

High

Yes

x2

Yes

No

High

Yes

x3

Yes

Yes

Very high

Yes

x4

No

Yes

Normal

No

x5

Yes

No

High

No

x6

No

Yes

Very high

Yes

An observation of the above decision system reveals that some records are very similar.
These records are called ‘indescernible’. A subset B of A may consist of the following,

B ={Headache} or B ={Headache, Muscle-pain}.

An ‘indescernibility relation’ is an equivalence relation such that for all

a∈B,

a( x) = a( x' ) . It is formally defined as:

IND IS ( B ) = {( x, x' ) ∈U 2| ∀a ∈ B, a ( x) = a ( x ' )}

(4)
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where INDis ( B ) is called the ‘B-indiscernibility relation’ and is represented as [x]B
Some of the indiscernible relations from the above decision system are illustrated
IND({Headache})={{x1,x4, x6}, {x2, x3, x5}}
IND ({Headache, Muscle-pain})={{x1, x4, x6}, {x2, x5}, {x3}}

In the above data set, the objects x1 and x2 are totally different or ‘crisp’. However, x2
and x5 are contradictory: all the values for the conditions are same, yet the decision is
different. Therefore, the set is ‘rough’ and only now the notion of rough sets emerges
[52].

In rough sets there are three forms of approximations:
1. Lower Approximation
2. Upper Approximation
3. Boundary Region

The lower approximation is defined as: B X = {x | [ x ] B ⊆ X } , where X is a subset of U .
So, in the present case X could be those objects that have Flu valued as ‘Yes’. In other
words, X ={x|Flu(x)=yes}. So, X ={x1,x2, x3,x6}. Then B X ={x1, x3,x6}. These are
cases that are for certain linked with having Flu.

The upper approximation is defined as: B X

= {x | [ x] B ∩ X ≠ φ} . In the above example

the upper approximation, B X = {x1,x2, x3, x5, x6}. The upper approximation consists
of those sets that definitely contribute to Flu and those cases that possibly play a part in
causing Flu.
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The boundary region consists of only those cases that are uncertain and is obtained by
subtracting the upper approximation from the lower approximation, formulated as

BN B ( X ) = B X − B X . Therefore the boundary region becomes BN B ( X ) ={x2, x5}.
A set is considered rough only when the boundary region is not empty. Otherwise, it is
called crisp. These ideas can be illustrated by the figure below:

Figure 2.2 Depiction of lower and upper approximations. The boundary region is the
difference between the two [51]

After establishing a concept of approximations, the consistency of a dataset can be
calculated, where consistency is understood as the number of verifiable rules. The
‘consistency factor’ is a ratio of the number of consistent rules divided by the total
number of rules and is represented as γ (C, D). If γ (C, D) = 1, then the decision system
is consistent and if γ (C, D) ≠ 1, then the dataset is inconsistent [50]. For example, for
Table 5.2 the γ (C, D) = 4/6 and so is inconsistent.

In a decision system, the decision is determined by the conditions. Whether a person has
a flu or not depends on whether they exhibit symptoms of having a headache, musclepain and their temperature reading as ‘normal’, ‘high’ or ‘very high’. This connection
between the conditions and the respective decision is denoted as C⇒D, where C and D
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are conditions and decision respectively. A question then rises of whether there is a way
to calculate a decision’s dependency upon the conditions. For the decision may ‘totally
depend’ on some attributes while for others it may exhibit ‘partial dependency’.

Rough sets theory answers that question by establishing a relationship between the
consistency factor and dependency. Hence, if an attribute’s consistency equals 1 then the
deicison is completely dependent upon it and if it reaches 0 then those attributes are
superfluous [50]. Formally the ‘degree of dependency’, k , is represented as:

k = γ (C , D) =

(5)

| POSC ( D) |
|U |

where
(6)

POSC ( D) = U C ( X ),
X ∈U / D

POSc(D), is a union of the lower approximation of a condition and C reflects a partition of
the data set such that all elements of U can uniquely identify the decision D. POSc(D) is
thus called a ‘positive region’ of the partition U/D with respect to C [52].

Some examples can further elucidate these concepts. In Table 2.2 the dependency of
{Headache,

Muscle-pain,

Temperature}⇒{Flu}

is

4/6

or

2/3.

If

the

condition

Temperature is considered, then the degree of dependency changes to 3/6 or 1/2. Lastly,
the

dependency

of

Headache,

{Headache}⇒{Flu}

and

Muscle-pain,

{Muscle-

pain}⇒{Flu} is 0.

One important aim of data preparation is to “remove all variables expected to have small
or no contribution to the model” [53]. Rough set theory introduces the concepts of reduct
and core to find a subset of those conditions that are ‘independent’ and ‘indispensable’.
A

condition

is

considered

indispenable

when

its

removal

would

change

the

approximations calculated with the complete dataset. A set is independent if all its
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conditions are indispensible. If, however, an attribute removal makes no change to the
lower, upper and boundary regions then that attribute is considered as disposable or
‘dispensable’.

Hence, an attribute that is dispensable has no ‘significance’ in the decision. The
significance of an attribute is calculated by the following formula:

σ (C , D ) (a ) = 1 −

γ (C − {a}, D )
γ (C , D )

(7)

The significance of an attribute is a calculation of the change in the consistency factor
when the attribute in question is removed from the decision system. Some examples are
presented below:

σ(Headache)=0
σ(Muscle-pain)=0
σ(Temperature)=0.75

Hence, in the case of Temperature, the results show that if that condition was removed
from the dataset then 75% of the data would lose its consistency. However, Headache or
Muscle-pain can be safely removed without losing any consistency of the dataset.

In this paper, only significance is used to find attributes that can be removed, whereas
reducts and core are not calculated. Therefore their discussion has been omitted. The
reason for using only significance is that the idea of attribute reduction through reducts
and core can be generalized using the concept of significance of attributes [54]. So, even
though reducts and core are perhaps the most important application of Rough Set theory
in attribute reduction, calculating significance of an attribute and eliminating superfluous
attributes forms an acceptable alternative for attribute reduction.
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2.5

Rough Sets and Decision Trees

Rough set usage in decision trees has mostly concentrated on either (a) using rough sets
as an alternative to information gain in finding an appropriate split attribute in decision
tree construction, (b) using rough set theory as a data preprocessing step to modify the
dataset inputted in the decision tree or (c) in comparison studies between the two
approaches of decision making.

[55] criticized traditional ID3 and C4.5 algorithms as they end up selecting attributes
without considering relevancy so that sometimes high frequency attributes are selected
even though their contribution to classification is minimal. They in turn proposed two new
decision tree classification algorithms, the entity attribute decision tree (EDT) and the
reduct attribute decision tree (RDT) and showed their advantages of accuracy and rule
simplification compared with ID3 and C4.5 [56].

Rough Set theory has also been used to calculate the degree of dependence between the
conditions and decision attribute. The condition with the highest significance is used as a
splitting criteria in the construction of the decision tree [57, 58].

Within the same framework of finding appropriate selection attribute and to deal with
missing values, [59] developed an algorithm that calculated the weighted mean
roughness of every condition attribute and then selected the attribute that had the
smallest mean roughness.

Rough set theory has also been used as a necessary preprocessing step to eliminate
redundant data or to remove noise [60]. [60] comparisons with C4.5 showed that
removal of irrelevant redundant attributes can increase the prediction accuracy of a
decision tree.
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[61-63] recognized the same need to filter out redundant attributes and computated
reducts to remove attributes absent in the reducts. Though their research showed the
importance of rough sets as a preprocessing step, the datasets were small and so no
strong conclusions can be drawn.

Similar works were carried out by [64], which showed that rough sets preprocessed
decision trees produced the highest accuracy compared with ID3, C4.5 and CART.

Comparisons between rough sets and decision trees done by [62] to identify premonitory
factors of earthquakes revealed that there were no statistically significant differences
between C4.5 and rough sets. Hybrid fuzzy-rough sets approaches have also been used
extensively to induce rules and compared with C4.5 have produced better accuracy [65].

Lastly, decision tress have been used as a visualization aid for rules generated by rough
sets [66]. Such research seeks the benefit of decision trees to provide comprehensibility
in determining decisions.

Based on the literature review presented, the aim of this research is to use rough sets as
a necessary data preprocessing step to remove redundant attributes and to create trees
that are comprehensible as well as accurate.
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Chapter 3:
Data Set
This study’s data was taken from the Medicare Nursing Home Compare Website [13]. The
primary use of the database was to help residents and their families search and compare
various nursing homes, usually undertaken on the website itself. Apart from residents
and their families, other users of this database include administrators of nursing homes,
nurses and federal and state supervisors. In addition, this database could be downloaded
for scientific research.

Data in itself can mean anything. The meaning that it implies depends upon the context
for which it is used. Within the framework of human-centric computing, the context is
provided by the users of the data, who have a pragmatic benefit to be obtained from it.
Each user, governed by the problem definition, provides a unique perspective to the
same data. For example, federal and state supervisors may be interested in the last
surveyed date to determine when to repeat the survey. However, for the residents this
kind of information may not have immediate importance. For them, it may be more
important to know whether a particular nursing home has a bed available or not.

Therefore, the selection of the variables was based primarily upon the assumption that
they are significant for residents who are searching for a high-quality nursing home. The
Nursing Home Compare Website [13] provided a checklist of items that residents should
consider before selecting a nursing home [67]. Hence, items from the list that were
recorded in the database were extracted to create an approximate set of relevant
attributes.
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Another guiding principle used in the selection of attributes was the past research done
on deficiencies in the field of gerontology. Examples of such attributes include the hours
spent by the staff and whether the nursing home was part of Medicaid or Medicare
coverage plans.

The database consisted of four parts:
1. NHCAboutNH.
2. NHCInspRes.
3. NHCResidents.
4. NHCStaff.

A detailed discussion of NHCResidents data table was excluded because no attribute was
selected from it.

3.1

NHCAboutNH

The purpose of the NHCAboutNH dataset is to capture the physical characteristics of a
nursing home. It includes two tables:
1. vwNHC_GEOGRAPHY
2. vwNHC_NH

vwNHC_GEOGRAPHY contains information that would allow geographical search of
nursing homes, such as StateCode, StateName, County_Name, County_Code and Zip.
Since this table exists to assist visitors in performing a geographical search of nursing
homes that are within vicinity of their place of residence, therefore, no immediate use
was made of this table.
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vwNHC_NH, on the other hand, contains information that is common to all nursing
homes. The total number of records was 15773, having twenty one attributes, as shown
in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 vwNHC_NH data table
Number

Attribute Name

1

ProvNum

2

NursingHomeName

3

Street

4

City

5

State

6

ZipCode

7

PhoneNumber

8

HealthSurveyDate

9

FireSurveyDate

10

CertifiedNumberOfBeds

11

TotalNumberOfResidents

12

PercOfOccupiedBeds

13

SprinklerStatus

14

CategoryDescription

15

TypeOfOwnership

16

LocatedWithinAHospital

17

MultiNursingHomeOwnership

18

ResidentAndFamilyCouncils

19

CCRC

20

QISSurvey

21

SFF
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ProvNum is a primary key, used to uniquely describe a nursing home. It also acts as a
foreign key in order to get related data from other tables. Therefore, it was selected as
part of the final decision system to be used in the experiments.

NursingHomeName, Street, City, State, ZipCode and PhoneNumber are attributes that
provide information about the location of a nursing home. As there was a high number of
variation among the values, these attributes have a very low correlation with the
deficiency, and so were not selected. Amongst these five attributes only State was
selected as a measure to model the relationship between the location of a nursing home
and deficiency. The location of a nursing home is important because it is possible that in
some states certain deficiencies are higher than others, as mentioned in the literature
review (Chapter 2.1.4.7).

HealthSurveyDate and FireSurveyDate provide information on when the corresponding
inspections were carried out. For the same reason that vast amount of variation existed
in the values, therefore, these attributes were not selected. It was also assumed that the
date when a particular inspection was carried out would not have any affect on a
deficiency nor would the residents be interested in it. However, under certain
circumstances it might be important to know when a health survey, for example, was
carried out. This is especially true in determining trends and locating instances where the
staffs try to avert getting bad scores by acting better than usual.

CertifiedNumberOfBeds, TotalNumberOfResidents and PercOfOccupiedBeds are important
variables because an increase in TotalNumberOfResidents and correspondingly an
increase in the PercOfOccupiedBeds can put more strain on the staff, limit the availability
of beds and hence affect quality. CertifiedNumberOfBeds is an important structural
outcome and can have a relationship with deficiencies, therefore, it was included in the
decision system.
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SprinklerStatus is a descriptor of the coverage of a sprinkler system installed in a nursing
home. There are four different categories: fully sprinklered, partially sprinklered, not
sprinklered and missing/no data. Even though it can be an important measure for fire
safety deficiencies, this attribute was not selected because it was assumed that despite
having an association with fire safety deficiencies, it would not have significant
associations with deficiencies at large such as Nutrition and Dietary Deficiencies or
Pharmacy Service Deficiencies.

CategoryDescription records information about the health plan a nursing home is part of.
A particular nursing home could be part of Medicare, Medicaid or both. The relationship
between a health plan and deficiencies is important for residents in determining a nursing
home. Past research has also studied its relationship with deficiencies (Chapter 2.1.4.6),
hence the attribute was included in the decision system.

TypeOfOwnership and MultiNursingHomeOwnership both report about the business
structure of a nursing home. Table 3.2 illustrates the twelve possible values permitted for
TypeOfOwnership.

Table 3.2 The different kinds of ownership
Number

TypeOfOwnership

1

For profit-Corporation

2

For profit-Individual

3

For profit-Partnership

4

Government-City

5

Government-City/County

6

Government-County

7

Government-Federal
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8

Government-Hospital District

9

Government-State

10

Non profit-Church Related

11

Non profit-Corporation

12

Non profit-Other

The kind of ownership can influence residents’ decision about selecting a nursing home
for some may want to choose a Non profit-Church Related nursing home and wish to
understand the deficiencies that can result in that environment. Same holds true for the
attribute MultiNursingHomeOwnership, which indicates whether a nursing home owner
owns more than one nursing home. Both of these attributes were selected for the
research.

LocatedWithinAHospital and CCRC relate information about the location of a nursing
home in terms of its surroundings. LocatedWithinAHospital is self-explanatory, whereas
CCRC is an abbreviation for Continuing Care Retirement Community. A resident may feel
more comfortable and safe living in a nursing home that is located within a hospital or in
a continuing care retirement community. Hence they have been included in the decision
system.

Some nursing homes have residents and family councils providing counseling service and
advice. As such service is important for the well being of residents therefore,
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils has been added in the decision system.

QISSurvey and SFF have also been included in the final data set. QISSurvey is a
comprehensive survey based upon a structured review of the medical records and direct
observations of the care of a large sample of residents, to obtain set of indicators called
Quality of Care Indicators (QCI). SFF is a Special Focused Facility and shows whether a
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nursing home had a persistent record of poor quality. If the past is a good indicator of
the future, then it is highly probable that nursing homes that have shown particular
deficiencies in the past are likely to repeat them in the future.

In summary, the following thirteen attributes were selected from the NHCAboutNH
dataset
1. ProvNum.
2. State.
3. CertifiedNumberOfBeds.
4. TotalNumberOfResidents.
5. PercOfOccupiedBeds.
6. CategoryDescription.
7. TypeOfOwnership.
8. MultiNursingHomeOwnership.
9. LocatedWithinAHospital.
10. CCRC.
11. ResidentAndFamilyCouncils.
12. QISSurvey.
13. SFF.

3.2

NHCInspRes

NHCInspRes data set records the inspection results carried out on the nursing homes.
The evaluation of a nursing home is carried out by state agencies either once during a
fifteen month period or based upon a complaint. Various forms of information are
recorded about a deficiency such as its type, scope, severity, description and likewise.
The NHCInspRes data set is divided into three tables:
1. vmNHC_SVRY_DFCNCY.
2. vwNHC_CMPLNT_DFCNCY.
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3. vwNHC_SVRY_DT.

The first table lists deficiency information based upon annual inspection. Table
vwNHC_CMPLNT_DFCNCY deals with deficiencies cited upon a complaint. The last table
records the three most recent health and safety inspections.

For the present research, only vmNHC_SVRY_DFCNCY was used and deficiencies
resulting from surveys carried out due to complaints were not taken into consideration.
This decision was made to retain the scope of the project so that it can be completed
within the required timeframe, to limit the size of the dataset and because the inclusion
of the table would not have any significant impact upon the objective of the research,
which is to explore the comprehensibility and accuracy of decision trees. However, in the
future, the information from complaints may further enhance the understanding of the
relationship that exists between the various parameters and the final resulting deficiency.

vmNHC_SVRY_DFCNCY has 455486 records and sixteen variables, Table 3.3:

Table 3.3 vmNHC_SVRY_DFCNCY data table
Number

Attribute Name

1

ProvNum

2

SurveyDate

3

DateofCorrection

4

Severity

5

NursingHomeName

6

Street

7

City

8

State
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9

ZIP Code

10

PhoneNumber

11

DeficiencyType

12

CategoryCode

13

CategoryDesc

14

Deficiency

15

Scope

16

LevelOfHarm

ProvNum, NursingHomeName, Street, City, State, ZIP Code and PhoneNumber were
explained in section 3.1.

SurveyDate lists the date when the inspection was carried out and DateOfCorrection lists
the date when the deficiency in the Deficiency field was corrected. These dates may be
relevant to residents who wish to know whether the survey information is current and to
inspectors in determining when to perform the next survey. However, as these dates are
not part of the physical, structural and process characteristics of a nursing home, they
were omitted.

Severity represents a combination of Scope and LevelOfHarm and is symbolised as an
alphabet letter, from ‘A’ to ‘L’, with ‘A’ representing Isolated/Potential for Minimal Harm
and ‘L’ representing Widespread/Immediate Jeapordy to Resident Health or Safety.
Though it is not a direct part of the final decision system, however it was used as a
threshold value to obtain instances with values higher than or equal to it in order to limit
the size of the data set. As Severity is an aggregation on Scope and LevelOfHarm,
therefore, those attributes were not selected.
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DeficiencyType, CategoryDesc and Deficiency are all related to one another and provide
information about the deficiency at various granular levels. At the lowest level, all
deficiencies can be categorized into two main DeficiencyType: fire safety and health. At
the highest level, a detailed description of them exists under the Deficiency field.
CategoryDesc stands in the middle between Deficiency and DeficiencyType: all Deficiency
values are included in it and all values of CategoryDesc are subsumed within
DeficiencyType. For this research, CategoryDesc was selected as the decision or the
outcome variable in the decision system. CategoryCode is a numerical representation of
the CategoryDesc.

In summary, only two attributes were selected from the vmNHC_SVRY_DFCNCY:

3.3

1.

Severity.

2.

CaetegoryDesc.

NHCStaff

NHCStaff consists of only one table named vwNHC_STF, made up 15773 records and
seven variables. The names of the variables are listed in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 vwNHC_STF data table
Number

Attribute Name

1

ProvNum

2

NursingHomeName

3

NumberResidents

4

NumberRNHoursePerResPerDay

5

NumberLPNLVNHoursePerResPerDay

6

TotNumLicensedStaffHoursPerResPerDay

7

NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
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Attributes 1-3 have already been discussed in previous sections.

In attributes 4, 5 and 7, RN stands for Registered Nurse, LPN for Licensed Practical
Nurse, LVN for Licensed Vocational Nurse and CNA for Certified Nursing Assistants. They
are calculated in two steps:
1. An average of the total number of hours worked by the respective nurse each day
at the nursing home per resident, taken two weeks prior to the inspection.
2. Dividing the obtained average by the number of residents.

The TotNumLicensedStaffHoursPerResPerDay is an average of the total number of hours
worked by the licensed nursing staff each day at the nursing home per resident. All of
these attributes were included in the final decision system.
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Chapter 4:
Data Cleaning
Before proceeding with the experiments all the data needs to be cleaned and prepared
for modelling. A number of factors can affect the quality of data. These factors are
summarized below:
•

Imprecision: which means that the data contains contradictory records, or a
label is inexact in its definition. Rough sets can be used to find such cases and the
relationship between granulation and imprecision will be explored later on.

•

Incompleteness: where the number of examples are either too little or there is
inadequate information to classify a new object. It can be solved by increasing the
sample size and thus the information stock. Since, the data set already consists of
a large number of records therefore incompleteness of data was not considered.

•

Missing Values: they can result from lack of information, problems in
measurement and so on. It can be dealt either with completely removing such
records from the data or by imputing an appropriate value. In this research
imputation will be performed to replace missing values.

•

Redundancy: refers to cases where two or more data have the same value. It
can also refer to irrelevant data, where some attributes are insignificant with
respect to the target variable. Rough sets would be used in this case to find a list
of significant attributes and the impact it has upon tree complexity and accuracy
will be researched.

•

Noise: a problem where a value is beyond the range of acceptable values. These
values are called outliers. It can also refer to wide distribution of numerical values
that do not grant any understanding or random error. It can be dealt either with
binning or clustering. In this research binning would be employed.
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•

Skewness: where set of values predominant the distribution or are in far greater
frequency than others. Skewness is a problem because that leads to the ‘default
hypothesis’, where examples for which no rules exist are by default classified into
the highest frequency class. Mathematical transformations will be applied to the
data to get a balanced data set.

In the context of this research, cleaning imprecision, redundancy and binning attributes
have been considered synonyms with data granulation. Therefore, this chapter
concentrates primarily upon removing skewness and missing values.

Data cleaning and modelling were applied iteratively, as depicted in Figure 4.1.
Data cleansed, granualized and evaluated

DATA SET

MODELIN
G

Prediction Error calculated and data further granualized

Figure 4.1 Illustration of the experimental process

The iteration continues a number of times depending on the context of the experiment.
At every iteration, the data is explored and granualized, the prediction errors calculated
and relevant analysis performed.

The essential attributes for the decision system were extracted using Severity set to
>=’A’, which is the minimum severity level.

As each nursing home had multiple

deficiencies, therefore many duplicate records were found. To remove this duplication of
records only one particular deficiency was selected that equally divides the dataset. Equal
division of the data set is necessary to prevent the problem of ‘default hypothesis’. There
were 7585 occurences of Electrical Deficiency. Its frequency relative to other deficiencies
can be seen in Figure 4.2 below:
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Figure 4.2 Frequency of deficiencies in nursing homes

Figure 4.3 shows that the distribution of Electrical Deficiencies is approximately equal and
no value predominates.

Figure 4.3 Frequency of electrical deficiencies in nursing homes
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The statistics for the dataset before any removal of skewness and missing values is

Table 4.1 The statistics for the complete data set before any cleaning

provided in Table 4.1.
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From the statistics above two main problems were observed, firstly some attributes
contain missing data and secondly some of the numerical values are skewed. Both of
these problems were resolved before proceeding with the experiments.

4.1

Skewness

The problem of skewness was dealt with first because many statistical analysis assume a
normal distribution. So, variables with positive or negative skewness need to be
transformed to get a normal distribution. One of the problems with transformation is that
the variable is no longer understandable in human terms and becomes system oriented.
For example, it is difficult for a resident to understand the relevancy of the log of hours.
Binning will be used to deal with this problem, values are grouped into appropriate
labels, such as “High”, “Average” and “Low”, which are more comprehensible than
numbers.

Table 4.2 shows the statistics of the numerical variables that are skewed and the
respective histograms:

Table 4.2 The statistics of the numerical attributes in the dataset
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Figure 4.4 Skewness of TotalNumberOfResidents

Figure 4.5 Skewness of CertifiedNumberOfBeds
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Figure 4.6 Skewness of PercentageOfOccupiedBeds

Figure 4.7 Skewness of NumberRNHoursPerResPerDay
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Figure 4.8 Skewness of NumberLPNLVNHoursPerResPerDay

Figure 4.9 Skewness of NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
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Figure 4.10 Skewness of TotalNumberLicensedStaffHoursPerResPerDay

There are number of ways to deal with skewness:
1. Leave the data non-normal and conduct parametric test with the assumption that
the data is normal. If the data is not normal that does not automatically translate
to invalid results for the parametric tests.
2. Leave the data non-normal and conduct non-parametric tests.
3. Use “robust” tests and do not rely on the assumption that the data is normal.
4. Transform the data, using mathematical formula, so that the curve is normal.

[68] investigated the effect of skewness on class trained datasets of 3000 examples and
concluded that C4.5 is most affected by skewness. Therefore, in order to reduce the
possibility of skewness affecting C4.5 accuracy the data was normalized.

Three mathematical formulas exist for transforming variables: logarithmic, square root
and inverse transformations. Each of the available transformation was applied on the
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skewed attributes and the one which leads to the least amount of skewness was
selected.

To explain the general methodology used, an exposition of TotalNumberOfResidents,
PercOccupiedBeds and CNAHoursPerResPerDay is provided. These variables were chosen
because they represent positive skewness, negative skewness and almost normal
distributions respectively. Then a table consisting of the summary of the results is shown.

4.1.1 TotalNumberOfResidents
After performing a logarithmic transformations the results were satisfactory, as shown in
Table 4.3. The initial skewness of 3.223 had been reduced to -1.11.

Table 4.3 Statistics showing the TotalNumberOfResidents after logarithmic
transformation
LogTotNumRes
N

Valid
Missing

15675.000
.000

Mean

1.871

Median

1.919

Mode

1.763

Std. Deviation

.295

Variance

.087

Skewness

-1.108

Std. Error of Skewness

.020

Minimum

.000

Maximum

3.129

However, in order to compare the results, a transformation was applied using square
root, which returned the statistics shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 Statistics showing the TotalNumberOfResidents after square root
transformation
SqrtTotNumRes
N

Valid
Missing

15675.000
.000

Mean

9.082

Median

9.110

Mode

7.616

Std. Deviation

2.798

Variance

7.831

Skewness

.654

Std. Error of Skewness

.020

Minimum

1.000

Maximum

36.688

It can be observed that the skewness has reduced to 0.65, which is less than the one
obtained by logarithmic transformation. An inverse transformation was also applied,
however that lead to very unsatisfactory results: a negative skewness of -15.23.

Both logarithmic and square root transformations were then compared using P-P plot,
Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11 A P-P Plot of the Logarithmic transformation of the TotalNumberOfResidents

Figure 4.12 A P-P Plot of the Square Root transformation of TotalNumberOfResidents
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It is apparent from the above graphs that a square root transformation produced results
that are nearer to normal. Hence, it was selected as the prefered method of
transformation.

4.1.2 PercOfOccupiedBeds
As the variable was negatively skewed, therefore it is necessary that it is first reflected,
so that it becomes positively skewed. This was done by adding one to the absolute value
of the maximum and subtracting it from all values of PercOfOccupiedBeds. A logarithmic
transformation on the variable would then be Log 10 (101 − PercOfOccupiedBeds) .
Table 4.5 shows the result of the transformation.

Table 4.5 Statistics showing the PercentageOfOccupiedBeds after logarithmic
transformation
LogPercOfOccupiedBeds
N

Valid
Missing

15576.000
99.000

Mean

1.045

Median

1.079

Mode

.903

Std. Deviation

.427

Variance

.182

Skewness

-.488

Std. Error of Skewness

.020

Minimum

.000

Maximum

2.000

The logarithmic transformation and square root transformation were not very different as
seen in Table 4.6:
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Table 4.6 Statistics showing the PercentageOfOccupiedBeds after square root
transformation
SqrtPercOfOccupiedBeds
N

Valid
Missing

15576.000
99.000

Mean

3.724

Median

3.464

Mode

2.828

Std. Deviation

1.691

Variance

2.860

Skewness

.654

Std. Error of Skewness

.020

Minimum

1.000

Maximum

10.000

The inverse transformation continued to show dissatisfactory result, with a skewness of 2.99.

The P-P plot for the logarithmic and square root transformations show that logarithmic
transformation produces a curve nearer to bell-shaped, as illustrated in Figure 4.13 and
4.14.
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Figure 4.13 A P-P Plot of the logarithmic transformation of PercentageOfOccupiedBeds

Figure 4.14 A P-P Plot of the square-root transformation of PercentageOfOccupied Beds

Therefore the logarithmic transformation was chosen because it created a far more leniar
graph.
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4.1.3 NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay already has a skewness of 0.538, which is quite low.
However, for completeness sake the transformations were applied to see if better results
can be obtained. As the minimum was 0, to prevent mathematical errors, one was added
to each of the values.

With the logarithmic transformation, the skewness increased to -0.99 as indicated Table
4.7.

Table 4.7 Statistics showing the NumberOfCNAHoursPerResidentPerDay after logarithmic
transformation.
LogCNAHoursPerResPerDay
N

Valid
Missing

14784.000
891.000

Mean

.521

Median

.520

Mode

.502

Std. Deviation

.082

Variance

.007

Skewness

-.993

Std. Error of Skewness

.020

Minimum

.000

Maximum

.794

Square root transformation produced far more acceptable results by lowering the
skewness to -0.11 as indicated in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8 Statistics showing the NumberOfCNAHoursPerResidentPerDay after square root
transformation.
SqrtCNAHoursPerResPerDay
N

Valid
Missing

14784.000
891.000

Mean

1.829

Median

1.819

Mode

1.783

Std. Deviation

.166

Variance

.028

Skewness

-.109

Std. Error of Skewness

.020

Minimum

1.000

Maximum

2.496

Inverse transformation increased the skewness to -4.23, hence it was rejected.
A P-P plot of the original NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay and the related logarithmic and
square root transformation was constructed to judge between them.

Figure 4.15 A P-P Plot of the untransformed NumberCNAHoursPerResidentPerDay
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Figure 4.16 A P-P Plot of the logarithmic transformation of
NumberCNAHoursPerResidentPerDay

Figure 4.17 A P-P Plot of the square root transformation of
NumberCNAHoursPerResidentPerDay
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Since, the difference after transformation was not significant compared with the original,
therefore, the variable was not transformed.

A summary of the transformation chosen for the numerical attributes is provided in Table
4.9.

Table 4.9 Summary of transformations carried out on numerical variables
Attribute Name

Transformation Chosen

TotNumberOfResidents

Square root

CertifiedNumberOfBeds

Square root

PercOfOccupiedBeds

Logarithmic

NumberRNHoursPerResPerDay

Inverse

NumberLPNLVNHoursPerResPerDay

Logarithmic

NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay

Untransformed

TotNumLicensedStaffHoursPerResPerDay

Logarithmic

Table 4.10 shows the statistics of the data after performing transformations to remove
skewness.

to remove skewness

Table 4.10 The statistics of the complete data set after numerical transformation
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4.2

Missing Values

Missing Values can be dealt either with (a) ignoring them all together, (b) removing
records containing missing values or (c) finding a suitable value, usually the means as a
substitute.

To keep the integrity of the data, missing values were replaced by imputing an
appropriate value, instead of removing them or ignoring them. The median of the 10
nearby values was selected to replace the missing value on the assumption that a
nursing homes would most likely share the same values with other facilities that are
located in the same state. Even though all forms of imputation can create a degree of
‘bias’, however, according to [53] the bias in using the median is usually less than the
mean. 10 is taken as a threshold value. After performing the replacement the statistics
are given on Table 4.11.
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Table 4.11:Statistics of numerical attributes after imputation of missing values with 10
nearby values
MEDIAN(LogPe

MEDIAN(Numb MEDIAN(LogTo

rcOfOccupiedB MEDIAN(InvRN MEDIAN(LogLP erCNAHoursPer tLicensedStaffH
eds,10)
N

Valid

Hours,10)

NLVNHours,10) ResPerDay,10)

ours,10)

15675

15673

15673

15673

15673

0

2

2

2

2

Mean

1.0458

-.6477

.2490

2.3692

.1258

Std. Error of Mean

.00340

.00096

.00068

.00475

.00126

Median

1.0792

-.6579

.2504

2.3050

.1173

.90

-.70

.25

2.18

.06

.42615

.11957

.08546

.59522

.15762

Variance

.182

.014

.007

.354

.025

Skewness

-.490

1.081

.536

.561

.930

Std. Error of Skewness

.020

.020

.020

.020

.020

Range

2.00

.90

.82

5.23

2.11

Minimum

.00

-1.00

.00

.00

-1.10

Maximum

2.00

-.10

.82

5.23

1.01

16392.99

-10150.70

3902.80

37133.10

1971.71

Missing

Mode
Std. Deviation

Sum

There still exist two missing values for four of the attributes. The reason being that those
records were located at the end of the data set and did not have 10 nearby examples to
compare with.

Hence, the threshold value for the nearby records to search was decreased to 1 for those
specific records and replacement was carried out again leading to 0 missing variables.

4.3

Outliers

Though outliers can be a problem, however, they are not dealt with in this research. That
is because they are part of the decision system and can provide valid information, which
would be lost otherwise. For example SFF has a very low count of ‘Yes’, with only 134
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instances from a total of 15675. However, without that information it is impossible to
learn if a nursing home is likely to repeat a deficiency or not? For such reasons, outliers
were not transformed or removed.

4.4

Noise

The values of ProvNum were changed because inconsistent numbering

was observed.

While some records contain numerical identifies such as ‘15009’ others contained
identifiers of mixed type, for example ‘51A009’. Hence to represent a more coherent and
readable format the instances were changed to ‘n1’, ‘n2’ and so on. The new name given
to the variable ProvNum was U representing the universe of discourse.
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Chapter 5:
Experiments and Observations
5.1

Overview

For all the experiments that were carried out in building predictive models, ⅔ of the
dataset was used for training and the remaining for testing. This selection was based on
a general rule-of thumb [34]. The error in prediction was then calculated. There are
number of ways to calculate the error from the predicted value and the true value, such
as Root Mean Squared Error, Relative Absolute Error and likewise. However, in this study
the Mean Absolute Error was used to measure error, which is calculated as:

(8)
where fi is the prediction and yi the true value. The advantage Mean Absolute Error has
over squared errors is that it treats all values as equal without exaggerating the affects
of outliers [2].

Another method used to compare predicted and true outcome, called a ‘confusion
matrix’, was also employed to measure error. Confusion matrix is a table, where the rows
represent the actual outcomes and the columns represent predicted values. There are
four possible combinations of the outcomes: True Positive, True Negative, False Positive
and False Negative as illustrated in Table 5.1 below:
Table 5.1 Table illustrating a confusion matrix
True Outcomes
Predicted Outcomes

Positive

Negative

Positive

True Positive

False Positive

Negative

False Negative

True Negative
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The sets of experiments to be carried out are listed below.
Set 1. Experiment conducted with raw data. No granulation performed here. This
includes Experiment 1.

Set 2. Data binning carried out to change numerical data to ordinal (High,
Average, Low) and grouping States to Regions, with the purpose of observing the
affect of grouping on tree size and error rate. Experiments 2 to 9 dealt with this
component.

Set 3. The list of most significant conditions was then calculated and consequently
all conditions below 0.1 threshold were removed one by one, and the respective
error observed. The reason for this test was to look at the behavior of attribute
reduction on the affect of decision tree. Experiments 10-17 were carried out
correspondingly.

Set 4. Cases that were in the boundary region before attribute reduction specified
in Set 3 were accumulatively removed and the model was tested to compare the
respective change in error and tree complexity. Experiments 18 to 26 were
involved with this set. In the exposition, the words ‘boundary’, ‘imprecise’,
‘ambiguous’ and ‘contradictory’ are used interchangeably to enforce the idea that
there is not any difference between them.

The statistics for the training data and testing set are provided below.

Table 5.2 Statistics of the training data
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Table 5.3 Statistics of the testing data
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The configuration options for the J48 decision tree was set to the following:

Table 5.4: Configuration options of J48 used to build decision trees
Option

Value

Description

binarySplits

False

Whether to use binary splits on nominal attributes when
building the trees.

confidenceFactor

0.25

The confidence factor used for pruning (smaller values
incur more pruning).

Debug

False

If set to true, classifier may output additional info to the
console.

minNumObj

2

The minimum number of instances per leaf.

numFolds

3

Determines the amount of data used for reduced-error
pruning. One fold is used for pruning, the rest for
growing the tree.

reducedErrorPruning

False

Whether reduced-error pruning is used instead of C.4.5
pruning.

saveInstanceData

False

Whether to save the training data for visualization.

Seed

1

The seed used for randomizing the data when reducederror pruning is used.

subTreeRaising

True

Whether to consider the subtree raising operation when
pruning.

Unpruned

False

Whether pruning is performed.

useLaplace

False

Whether counts at leaves are smoothed based on
Laplace.

These are the default options used by the J48 algorithm and have not been changed.
Different values would produce different models and in future research can compare the
impact of the variations of these options on tree construction.
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5.2

Introduction to Set 1

Set 1 consisted of one experiment: the decision tree was built on the original data
without any attempts at granularity. The results from this test serve as a benchmark to
compare the other experiments with.

5.3

Experiments of Set 1

The set of experiments and their results are listed below.

5.3.1 Experiment 1
The tree size was extremely large, making it very difficult to understand, as shown in
Model 1. The number of rules, respresented as leaf nodes, were 1069, and the tree size,
which is the total number of nodes, reached 1649.

After passing 6290 instances of the testing set into Model 1, the MAE was 0.4244.
62.24% of the cases in the test data were correctly predicted.

According to the confusion matrix, in the test set the total number of cases that were
recorded as false positives were 1177 and false negatives were 1198: 39.39% and
36.28% respectively.

The consistency factor was 1.00 showing that the data set is crisp. This was anticipated
because of the high degree of granularity of data.

5.4

Introduction to Set 2

As part of Set 2, data would be grouped. From Model 3 to Model 9, the numerical
attributes were transformed to ordinals because, compared with categorical data,
numbers do not grant much understanding to the user. These transformations were
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carried out one by one on all the numerical variables. Model 2 is the only case where a
categorical data was binned.

5.5

Experiments of Set 2

The set of experiments and their results are listed below.

5.5.1 Experiment 2
In Model 2, the States were grouped together to a new variable called Region. The
criterion fo calculating the new variable was based on the following:

Table 5.5: Grouping criteria for States based upon the U.S Census Bureau [69].
States

Region

"AL", "TX", "OK", “AR", "LA", "MS", "TN",

"South"

"FL", "GA", "SC", "KY", "WV", "NC", "VA",
"DC", "MD"
"AZ", “CA", "CO", "ID", "MT", "NM", "OR",

"West"

"UT", "WA"
CT", "ME", "MA", "NH", "NJ", "NY", "PA",

“Northeast"

"RI", "VT"
"IL", "IN", "IA", "KS", "MI", "MN", "MO",

"MidWest"

"NE", "ND", "OH", "SD", "WI", "WY"
Else

“Unknown”

The frequency table of the new variable Region is depicted below:
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Table 5.6 Frequency chart of Region on Training Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

MidWest

3129

33.3

33.3

33.3

Northeast

1616

17.2

17.2

50.6

South

3136

33.4

33.4

84.0

92

1.0

1.0

85.0

West

1412

15.0

15.0

100.0

Total

9385

100.0

100.0

Unknown

For the testing set the cumulative percentage is similar as shown below:

Table 5.7 Frequency chart of Region on Testing Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

MidWest

2092

33.3

33.3

33.3

Northeast

1086

17.3

17.3

50.5

South

2148

34.1

34.1

84.7

72

1.1

1.1

85.8

West

892

14.2

14.2

100.0

Total

6290

100.0

100.0

Unknown

In Model 2, the MAE was 0.4654: 57.36% were correctly classified. The confusion matrix
showed that 44.04% cases were incorrectly classified as positive and 41.36% were false
negatives.

The size of the tree decreased from 1649 to 1278 and the number of leaves were 768.
The consistency factor remained at 1.0, meaning that the transformation on State did
not create any ambiguous cases.
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5.5.2 Experiment 3
Firstly, SqrtTotNumRes was binned. The mean of the complete set was 9.082, and any
value ± 1 standard deviation:6.283 and 11.880, was respectively grouped into ’Low’ or
‘High’.

The new variable was called BinSqrtTotNumRes. Its frequency in the training data can be
seen in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8 Frequency chart of BinSqrtTotNumRes on Training Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Average

6869

73.2

73.2

73.2

High

1220

13.0

13.0

86.2

Low

1296

13.8

13.8

100.0

Total

9385

100.0

100.0

In Table 5.9, the frequency on the testing set is displayed.

Table 5.9 Frequency chart of BinSqrtTotNumRes on Testing Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Average

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

4578

72.8

72.8

72.8

High

819

13.0

13.0

85.8

Low

893

14.2

14.2

100.0

Total

6290

100.0

100.0

The Mean Absolute Error was 0.464. 58.24% were correctly classified and 41.76% were
incorrectly classified. The percentage of false positive was 43.71% and false negatives
was 40.01%.
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The tree size was 1182 with number of leaves equalling 726, which was not a big
difference from Model 2. In Model 2, the tree size was 1278 and the number of leaves
were 768: a difference of 96 and 42 respectively.

The consistency factor was 1.0, indicating that there are still no contradictory rules in the
data set.

5.5.3 Experiment 4
For the next experiment, SqrtCertifiedBeds was binned. The mean was 9.912 on the
complete set. Values that were ± 1 standard deviation: 7.067 and 12.756, were again
respectively grouped into ’Low’ or ‘High’.

The new variable was called BinSqrtCertifiedBeds. The respective frequencies are shown
below:

Table 5.10 Frequency chart of BinSqrtCertifiedBeds on Training Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Average

6913

73.7

73.7

73.7

High

1204

12.8

12.8

86.5

Low

1268

13.5

13.5

100.0

Total

9385

100.0

100.0

Table 5.11 Frequency chart of BinSqrtCertifiedBeds on Testing Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Average

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

4582

72.8

72.8

72.8

High

835

13.3

13.3

86.1

Low

873

13.9

13.9

100.0

Total

6290

100.0

100.0
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The Mean Absolute Error in this case had decreased from 0.464 in Model 3 to 0.4626.
58.26% were correctly classified and 41.73% incorrectly classified. 44.38% of the cases
were identified as false positives and 39.34% were false negatives.

The tree size was 1218, an increase from Model 3, while the number of leaves were 754.
That was not a significant difference from Model 3 where the tree size was 1182 with
number of leaves equalled to 726: a difference of 36 and 28, respectively.

The consistency factor was now 0.9998724082934609, hinting that the data set was no
longer ‘crisp’ but had become ‘rough’.

5.5.4 Experiment 5
For experiment 5, LogPercOfOccupiedBeds was binned. The mean of the complete set
was 1.046. As a reflection was carried out on PercOfOccupiedBeds to create a normal
curve, hence the interpretations must change accordingly. Therefore, any value ± 1
standard deviation: 0.620 and 1.472 was respectively grouped into ’High’ and ‘Low’.

The new variable was called BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds. The respective frequencies are
shown below:

Table 5.12 Frequency chart of BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds on Training Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Average

6270

66.8

66.8

66.8

High

1569

16.7

16.7

83.5

Low

1546

16.5

16.5

100.0

Total

9385

100.0

100.0
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Table 5.13 Frequency chart of BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds on Testing Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Average

4127

65.6

65.6

65.6

High

1088

17.3

17.3

82.9

Low

1075

17.1

17.1

100.0

Total

6290

100.0

100.0

0.4626 was the Mean Abolute Error for this model, similar to Model 4. 58.70% were
correctly classified and 41.30% incorrectly classified. False positives were 47.02% and
false negatives were 36.10%.

With respect to the tree size, there was a decrease in the complexity from Model 4. The
tree size was now 1117 and the number of leaves 712. An increase was also observed in
the consistency factor as it reached 0.9996172248803827. The increase in consistency
factor shows that the set is becoming more rough as the model moves to lower
granularity and the data becomes more imprecise.

5.5.5 Experiment 6
InvRNHours was binned in this experiment. The mean of the complete set was -0.648,
and any value ± 1 standard deviation: -0.767 and -0.528, were respectively grouped into
’Low’ or ‘High’.

The new variable was called BinInvRNHours. The respective frequencies are shown
below:
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Table 5.14 Frequency chart of BinInvRNHours on Training Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Average

7021

74.8

74.8

74.8

High

1132

12.1

12.1

86.9

Low

1232

13.1

13.1

100.0

Total

9385

100.0

100.0

Table 5.15 Frequency chart of BinInvRNHours on Testing Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Average

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

4652

74.0

74.0

74.0

High

771

12.3

12.3

86.2

Low

867

13.8

13.8

100.0

Total

6290

100.0

100.0

The Mean Absolute Error became 0.4652. 58.27% were correctly classified and 41.73%
were incorrectly classified. False positives were 44.01%, whereas the false negatives
were 39.67%.

The tree size was 1116 and the number of leaves were 712. Compared to Model 5.0, the
tree size did not show significant change.

The consistency factor did not change from Model 5. It was still 0.9996172248803827.

5.5.6 Experiment 7
In experiment 7, LogLPNLVNHours was binned. The mean of the complete set was 0.249,
and any value that was ± 1 standard deviation: 0.164 and 0.334, was respectively
grouped into ’Low’ or ‘High’.
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The new variable was called BinLogLPNLVNHours. The respective frequencies are shown
below:

Table 5.16 Frequency chart of BinLogLPNLVNHours on Training Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Average

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

7222

77.0

77.0

77.0

High

968

10.3

10.3

87.3

Low

1195

12.7

12.7

100.0

Total

9385

100.0

100.0

Table 5.17 Frequency chart of BinLogLPNLVNHours on Testing Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Average

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

4854

77.2

77.2

77.2

High

665

10.6

10.6

87.7

Low

771

12.3

12.3

100.0

Total

6290

100.0

100.0

The Mean Absolute Error became 0.4657, with 57.90% correctly classified and 42.10%
incorrectly classified. 40.26% of the cases were in the region of false positive while
43.76% were recorded as false negatives.

The tree size decreased, relative to Model 6, however, the number of leaves increased.
The size was 1105, with the number of leaves being 734. The tree size decreased by 11
and the number of leaves increased by 22.

The consistency factor fell to 0.998213716108453, as the roughness of the dataset
increased.
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5.5.7 Experiment 8
For this experiment, NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay was binned. The mean of the
complete set was 2.369, and all values ± 1 standard deviation: 1.774 and 2.964, were
respectively grouped into ’Low’ or ‘High’.
The new variable was called BinNumberCNAHours. The frequencies on training and
testing set are shown below:

Table 5.18 Frequency chart of BinNumberCNAHours on Training Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Average

7194

76.7

76.7

76.7

High

1218

13.0

13.0

89.6

Low

973

10.4

10.4

100.0

Total

9385

100.0

100.0

Table 5.19 Frequency chart of BinNumberCNAHours on Testing Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Average

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

4683

74.5

74.5

74.5

High

895

14.2

14.2

88.7

Low

712

11.3

11.3

100.0

Total

6290

100.0

100.0

The Mean Absolute Error was 0.4662. The percentage of cases correctly classified were
58.47% and 41.53% were incorrectly classified. The percentage of false positives was
47.09%. The percentage of false negatives was 36.49%.

The tree size reduced to 751, with number of leaves being 516. The consistency factor
fell to 0.8643062200956938 showing an increase in ambiguity.
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5.5.8 Experiment 9
Experiment 5 was the last experiment done from Set 2. In this experiment,
LogTotLicensedStaffHours was binned. The mean of the complete set was 0.126, values
± 1 standard deviation: -0.032 and 0.283, are respectively grouped into ’Low’ or ‘High’.

The new variable was called BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours. Its frequencies on the training
and test set are shown below:

Table 5.20 Frequency chart of BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours on Training Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Average

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

7628

81.3

81.3

81.3

High

875

9.3

9.3

90.6

Low

882

9.4

9.4

100.0

Total

9385

100.0

100.0

Table 5.21 Frequency chart of BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours on Testing Set
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Average

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

5099

81.1

81.1

81.1

High

590

9.4

9.4

90.4

Low

601

9.6

9.6

100.0

Total

6290

100.0

100.0

With this attribute binned, there were no more continuous attributes in the data set.
Table 5.22 summarizes the results so far:
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Table 5.22 Summary of Attribute Binning on Tree Complexity, Accuracy and Consistency
Factor

Model

Attributes

Tree

Leaves

MAE

CF

Correctly

Incorrectly

False

False

Binned

Size

Classified

Classified

Positive

Negative

1

0

1649

1069

0.4244

1.0

62.24%

37.76%

39.39%

36.28%

2

1

1278

768

0.4654

1.0

57.36%

42.64%

44.04%

41.36%

3

2

1182

726

0.464

1.0

58.24%

41.76%

43.71%

40.01%

4

3

1218

754

0.4626

0.9998

58.27%

41.73%

44.38%

39.34%

5

4

1117

712

0.4626

0.9996

58.70%

41.30%

47.02%

36.10%

6

5

1116

712

0.4652

0.9996

58.27%

41.73%

44.01%

39.67%

7

6

1105

734

0.4657

0.9982

57.90%

42.10%

40.26%

43.76%

8

7

751

516

0.4662

0.8643

58.47%

41.53%

47.09%

36.49%

9

8

580

471

0.4671

0.4052

58.68%

41.32%

46.95%

36.22%

In Model 9 the Mean Absolute Error reached 0.4671, the correctly classified instances
were 58.68% and the incorrectly classified instances were 41.32%. The false positives
reached 46.95% and false negatives fell 0.27% to 36.22%.

The most dramatic increase was observed in the tree complexity as well as in the
consistency factor. The tree size became 580 and the number of leaves were 471: a
difference

of

171

and

0.4051674641148325,

45

respectively.

meaning

that

only

The

consistency

40.51

percent

factor
of

the

went
data

down

to

had

no

contradictions. The remaining 60% of the data was ambiguous, which may be
contributing to the overall high error rate.

5.6

Observations on Set 2

Based on Table 5.22, attribute grouping leads to a decrease in tree complexity. This
conclusion can be inferred because prior to any binning the tree size was 1649 and it
reduced to 580, the number of leaves initially were 1069 and reduced to 471, which is
44.06% of the original. A Pearson correlation test performed on it showed the p-value of
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0.01 indicating strong correlation between the number of attributes transformed and tree
complexity, as can be viewed from the statistics in Table 5.23 and the scatter plot, Figure
5.1.

Table 5.23 Pearson Correlation on the number of attributes binned and tree size
AttributesBinned
AttributesBinned

Pearson Correlation

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
TreeSize

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

TreeSize
-.914**
.001

9.000

9

-.914**

1.000

.001
9

9.000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 5.1 Scatter plot showing the relationship between the number of attributes binned
and tree size
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The Mean Absolute Error when only one attribute was binned relative to complete binning
was approximately the same. In Model 2 it was 0.4654, whereas in Model 9 it was
0.4671: the difference was only 0.0017. The difference in the percentage correctly
classified was 1.32%, not a remarkable difference, implying that data binning did not
improve classification. A Pearson correlation test showed no significance with a p-value of
0.086 as can be viewed in Table 5.24 and the respective scatter plot, Figure 5.2.

Table 5.24 Pearson Correlation on the number of attributes binned and Mean Absolute
Error
AttributesBinned
AttributesBinned

Pearson Correlation

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
MAE

MAE
.603
.086

9.000

9

Pearson Correlation

.603

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.086

N

9

9.000

Figure 5.2 Scatter plot showing the relationship between the number of attributes binned
and Mean Absolute Error
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With respect to rule consistency, though attributes binning decreased the consistency
however the Pearson correlation test did not show significance, with p-value>0.01, as
indicated in Table 5.25 and Figure 5.3.

Table 5.25 Pearson Correlation on the number of attributes binned and Consistency
Factor
AttributesBinned
AttributesBinned

Pearson Correlation

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

CF

CF
-.648
.059

N

9.000

9

Pearson Correlation

-.648

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.059
9

9.000

Figure 5.3 Scatter plot showing the relationship between the number of attributes binned
and Consistency Factor
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The attributes that caused the highest difference in decreasing tree complexity are listed
below in Table 5.26. Negative numbers indicate increase.

Table 5.26 Table showing the attributes binned and respective change in tree size and
number of leaves
Binned Attributes

Change in Tree

Change in Number of

Size

Leaves

Region

371

301

BinNumberCNAHours

354

218

BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours

171

45

BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds

101

42

BinSqrtTotNumRes

96

42

BinLogLPNLVNHours

11

-22

BinInvRNHours

1

0

BinSqrtCertifiedBeds

-36

-28

5.7

Introduction to Set 3

The list of significant attributes calculated through Rough Set Theory are given in Table
5.27:

Table 5.27 Attributes having the most significance on the consistency of the data set are
listed in descending order
Attribute Name

Significance

TypeOfOwnership

0.3227838135726657

Region

0.28688395528263255

BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds

0.18296331286411593

ResidentAndFamilyCouncils

0.1739883482916076
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BinNumberCNAHours

0.1719414265470004

MultiNursingHomeOwnership

0.14485907731065972

BinInvRNHours

0.13289245788064863

BinLogLPNLVNHours

0.12045347189418976

BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours

0.0746339159187529

BinSqrtCertifiedBeds

0.07431900488112098

BinSqrtTotNumRes

0.07368918280585735

CategoryDescription

0.05983309715005514

CCRC

0.058730908518343616

QISSurvey

0.03763186899700832

LocatedWithinAHospital

0.02582270508581319

SFF

0.01763501810738466

There are two ways to approach the problem of data granulation: either the attributes
that do not have any strong significance be removed or reduce the number of instances
by getting rid of ambiguous cases.

The first possibility is explored in this section. Each of the conditions would be removed
one by one starting from the lowest until only conditions with a siginificance factor
greater than 0.1 are retained: 0.1 was taken as a threshold value. A step by step
removal of attributes allows a comparison on the number of attributes and different
significant values upon the accuracy and complexity of the decision tree. For example
with a value of 0.03 only two attributes, LocatedWithinAHospital and SFF, can be
removed.

The second possibility of eliminating boundary region would be researched in Set 4.0.
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5.8

Experiments of Set 3

The set of experiments and their results are listed below.

5.8.1 Experiment 10
The condition with the lowest significant factor was SFF with a significant factor of
0.0176. After removing the attribute, the MAE became 0.4669, with 58.80% correctly
classified and 41.19% incorrectly classified. 46.80% of the cases were classified as false
positives and 36.10% were classified as false negatives.

The tree size was 568, with the number of leaves 406. The consistency factor was
0.39802232854864433.

5.8.2 Experiment 11
The next condition removed was LocatedWithinAHospital with a significant factor of
0.0258. The MAE error increased to 0.4681. The correctly classified instances were
58.60% and the incorrectly classified were 41.40%. The percentage of false positives
continued to increase to 47.99%, whereas the percentage of false negatives dropped to
35.43%.

Compared with Model 10, the tree size increased to 620 and the number of leaves
became 457. The dataset lost its consistency to 0.3875598086124402, as the number of
boundary cases continued to grow.

5.8.3 Experiment 12
For this experiment QISSurvey, with a significant factor of 0.0376, was removed. The
MAE continued to follow the trend of increase reaching up to 0.4692. A very small
increase was seen in the correctly classified cases from Model 11. It reached 58.80% and
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the incorrectly classified cases went to 41.19%. The false positives becomes 47.69%,
while the false negatives reached 35.31%.

The model complexity decreased. The tree size reached 567, with the number of leaves
equalling 409. The consistency factor reduced to 0.37161084529505584, suggesting an
increase in ambiguity.

5.8.4 Experiment 13
The next condition with the lowest significant factor was CCRC. It had a significant factor
of 0.0587. With its removal, the Mean Absolute Error went to 0.4708, a slight increase
from Model 12, where the MAE equalled 0.4692. The correctly classified instances were
fairly stable around the 58 percentile mark. In this case, there were 58.76% correctly
classified instances and the incorrectly classified cases equalled 41.24%. The percentage
of false positives reached 49.50% with false negatives going down to 33.77%

From Model 12, there was a sharp decrease in model complexity: the tree size dropped
down to 481, with the number of leaves equalling 352. The consistency factor went to
0.34660287081339713.

5.8.5 Experiment 14
CategoryDescription with a significant factor of 0.0598 was removed in experiment 14.
After inputting the testing data, the Mean Absolute Error went to 0.47. The correctly
classified instances receded to 58.71% and the incorrectly classified cases rose slightly to
41.28%. 48.19% of the cases were incorrectly categorized as positive, while the
percentage of false negatives was 35.04%.
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The size of the tree reduced from Model 13. The tree size was 448, with the number of
leaves being 330. The consistency factor continued to plunge. In this model it became
0.3159170653907496.

5.8.6 Experiment 15
The next condition was BinSqrtTotNumRes with significant factor of 0.0737. It was
removed and the MAE observed was 0.4698. Relative to model 14, the correctly classified
instances increased to 58.76% while the remaining 41.22% were incorrectly classified.
49.43% were false positives, while the false negatives fell down to 33.80%.

The tree size increased to 456, and the number of leaves were 343. However, the
number of rules driven from the data set lost their consistency as the consistency factor
went down to 0.28261562998405104.

5.8.7 Experiment 16
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds was removed in this experiment to yield a MAE of 0.4712. 58.39%
of the instances were correctly classified and 41.60% were incorrectly classifed. The
percentage of false positives reached 48.39%, while the percentage of false negatives
became 35.46%.

From Model 15, the tree size fell down further. It now equalled 314 with 236 leaves. This
was a decrease in 142 and 107, respectively in tree complexity. The consistency factor
also decreased to 0.20727272727272728 from 0.28261562998405104 in Model 15.

5.8.8 Experiment 17
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours with a significance of 0.0746, was the last condition to be
removed, whose significant factor was below 0.1. The Mean Absolute Error became
0.4717, with the correctly classified instances rising to 58.41% and incorrectly classified
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instances reaching 41.59%. 49.00% were incorrectly classified as positives and 34.89%
incorrectly classified as negatives.

The tree size decreased to 252 and the number of leaves were 187. The consistency
factor was 0.1703987240829346.

5.9

Observations on Set 3

The results of the experiments are summarized in Table 5.28.

Table 5.28 Summary of Attribute Removal on Tree Complexity, Accuracy and Consistency
Factor

Model

Attributes

Tree

Leaves

MAE

CF

Size

Correctly

Incorrectly

False

False

Classified

Classified

Positive

Negative

9

18

580

471

0.4671

0.4052

58.68%

41.32%

46.95%

36.22%

10

17

568

406

0.4669

0.3980

58.81%

41.19%

46.80%

36.10%

11

16

620

457

0.4681

0.3876

58.60%

41.40%

47.99%

35.43%

12

15

567

409

0.4692

0.3716

58.81%

41.19%

47.69%

35.31%

13

14

481

352

0.4708

0.3466

58.76%

41.24%

49.50%

33.77%

14

13

448

330

0.47

0.3159

58.71%

41.29%

48.19%

35.04%

15

12

456

343

0.4698

0.2826

58.77%

41.22%

49.43%

33.80%

16

11

314

236

0.4719

0.2073

58.39%

41.60%

48.39%

35.46%

17

10

252

187

0.4717

0.1704

58.41%

41.59%

49.00%

34.89%

From Table 5.28 it can be concluded that removal of attributes can lead to a decrease in
the tree complexity. The Pearson test showed a positive correlation between the number
of atttributes and tree complexity with p-value<0.01 as indicated in Table 5.29 and
confirmed in the scatter plot, Figure 5.4.
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Table 5.29 Pearson Correlation on the number of attributes and tree size
TreeSize
TreeSize

Pearson Correlation

Attributes

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

Attributes

.917**
.000

N

9.000

9

Pearson Correlation

.917**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.000
9

9.000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 5.4 Scatter plot showing the relationship between the number of attributes and
tree size

Correlation test done between the number of attributes removed and the Mean Absolute
Error revealed that there is a negative correlation, with p-value<0.01. The scatter plot,
Figure 5.5, revealed a downward trend in Mean Absolute Error as the number of
attributes increased.
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Table 5.30 Pearson Correlation on the number of attributes and Mean Absolute Error
Attributes
Attributes

Pearson Correlation

MAE

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

MAE

-.931**
.000

N

9.000

9

Pearson Correlation

-.931**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

9

9.000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 5.5 Scatter plot showing the relationship between the number of attributes and
Mean Absolute Error

The third conclusion to be drawn from these experiments is that the consistency factor
falls as more attributes are removed as indicated in the Pearson tests (Table 5.31), pvalue<0.01, and corresponding scatter plot (Figure 5.5).
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Table 5.31 Pearson Correlation on the number of attributes and Consistency Factor
Attributes
Attributes

Pearson Correlation

CF

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

CF

.954**
.000

N

9.000

9

Pearson Correlation

.954**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.000
9

9.000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 5.6 Scatter plot showing the relationship between the number of attributes and
Consistency Factor

With respect to the decrease in tree size, the conditions that caused the most change in
tree size are listed in Table 5.32. Negative numbers represent increase.
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Table 5.32 Table showing the attributes removed and respective change in tree size and
number of leaves
Attribute Removed

Change in Tree

Change in Number of

Size

Leaves

BinSqrtCertifiedBeds

142

107

CCRC

86

57

BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours

62

49

QIS

53

48

CategoryDescription

33

22

SFF

12

65

BinSqrtTotNumRes

-8

-13

LocatedWithinAHospital

-52

-51

A comparison of Table 5.32 causing tree size reduction and the list of attributes extracted
in Set 2, Table 5.26, reveal that certain attributes are common between both sets such
as BinSqrtCertifiedBeds, BinSqrtTotNumRes and BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours. However,
the amount of change in the tree size was not the same. For example, in Set 2, binning
of BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours caused a change of 171 in the tree size, while its
removal only caused a change of 62.

The reason for such discrepancy rises from the fact that the underlying data used to
construct the model was different. In Set 2, the model was using numerical data to make
the splits, which consisted of a wide range of possibilities. These possibilities were
reduced to only three: ‘High’, ‘Average’ and ‘Low’, resulting in a huge change in decision
tree size. As its respective gain in information reduced, therefore, when the attribute was
removed from the list it did not yield such a big difference in the tree size as before.
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Another important observation to be mentioned here is the comparison between the list
of attribute causing difference in the tree size and the significant factor list. For it can be
argued that is it not possible that the attributes causing the most change in the tree size
be considered significant? The significant factor list in Rough Set Theory is based on the
ambiguity that rises in the entire data set if that attribute was removed. The number of
possible values that an attribute has is not as significant compared with the role those
values play in creating rules without discrepancy. In contrast, gain ratio considers
significant the possible number of values an attribute can have. So, that when an
attribute was binned it was no longer that important because the possible number of
values decreased. Hence, the way ‘significance’

is calculated by the two methods is

different: the scope of Rough Set Theory is global, while the scope of gain ratio is local.
This research focuses on significance calculated through Rough Set Theory.

5.10

Introduction to Set 4

At the end of Set 2, there were two possibilities to granualize data: either through
attribute reduction or through ambiguity reduction. Attribute reduction was explored in
Set 3, so that those attribute that did not have significance beyond 0.01 were removed.
Now, the next possibility would be explored to remove all instances of data that are
ambiguous and contradictory to reduce the row number. The experiments are conducted
after binning has been performed and with all eighteen attributes instead of starting from
no binning, because no binning resulted in a consistency factor of 1.0 and the purpose of
the experiments is to see the effect of increase in consistency upon accuracy and model
complexity. This relationship cannot be analyzed when the consistency factor is already
1.0.

A question can be raised regarding the purpose of this experiment: whether the role of
data consistency or data size is being tested. No doubt when cases in the boundary
region are removed then the data set contains less instances, however, this experiment
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was performed with the intention to compare the affect of data consistency on error and
tree complexity. It cannot be taken as a test for the number of instances because if the
effect of number of instances upon the tree size and accuracy was required then that can
be performed by keeping the consistency constant and decreasing the data set size.

In Model 9, all of the numerical variables were transformed to ordinal values. Resulting in
9324 records that were in the boundary region. They were removed at an increment of
1036, thus resulting in nine experiments. Each time 60% of that dataset was used as
training set and the remaining 40% used to test the model generated.

5.11

Experiments of Set 4

The set of experiments and their results are listed below.

5.11.1

Experiment 18

After removal of 1036 boundary cases the Mean Absolute Error went to 0.4656, with
58.78% cases correctly classified and the remaining 41.22% incorrectly classified. The
percentage of false positives was 44% and the percentage of false negatives was
38.78%.

The tree size reached 578 with the number of leaves equalling 408. The consistency
factor rose to 0.43387978142076505.

5.11.2

Experiment 19

2072 boundary cases were deleted. The Mean Absolute Error became 0.461, with
58.70% cases correctly classified and 41.30% incorrectly classified. 46.57% of the cases
were identified as false positives and 36.60% were identified as false negatives.
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The tree size fell to 549 and the number of leaves were 389. The consistency factor was
0.4669214936783299.

5.11.3

Experiment 20

When 3102 ambiguous cases were removed from Model 9, the Mean Absolute Error
became 0.462. 59.04% of the cases were correctly classified and 40.96% incorrectly
classified. 47.31% of the cases were identified as false positives and 35.51% were
identified as false negatives.

The tree size reached 561 and the number of leaves were 411. The consistency factor
was 0.5054105665181413.

5.11.4

Experiment 21

In Experiment 21, 4144 of the contradictory cases were removed. The Mean Absolute
Error became 0.4602. 59.91% of the cases were correctly classified and 40.09%
incorrectly classified. The percentage of false positives was 51.16% of the cases,
whereas the percentage of false negatives was 30.57% as false negatives.

The tree size reached 558 and the number of leaves were 385. The consistency factor
was 0.5508151231356226.

5.11.5

Experiment 22

5180 boundary cases were removed from the data set. The Mean Absolute Error became
0.4573. 59.49% of the cases were correctly classified and 40.51% incorrectly classified.
53.71% of the cases were identified as false positives and 29.60% were identified as
false negatives.
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The tree size rose to 574 and the number of leaves were 386. The consistency factor
increased further to 0.6051829268292683.

5.11.6

Experiment 23

When 6216 imprecise cases were removed from Model 9, the Mean Absolute Error
dropped to 0.4531. The cases correctly classified increased to 60.83%, while 39.17%
were incorrectly classified. The percentage of false positives were 54.32% and 27.34%
were identified as false negatives.

The tree size fell to 519 with the number of leaves reaching 369. The consistency factor
in experiment 23 equalled 0.6714587737843551.

5.11.7

Experiment 24

In Experiment 24, 7252 contradictory records were pruned. The Mean Absolute Error
became 0.4501. 60.19% of the cases were correctly classified and 39.81% incorrectly
classified. 51.18% of the cases were identified as false positives and 30.61% were
identified as false negatives.

The tree size dropped further to 465 and the number of leaves were 321. The
consistency factor was 0.7540360873694207.

5.11.8

Experiment 25

After removing 8288 boundary cases the Mean Absolute Error was 0.437. 61.87% of the
cases were correctly classified and 38.13% incorrectly classified. 48% of the cases were
identified as false positives and 29.84% were identified as false negatives.

The tree size increased to 517 and the number of leaves were 358. The consistency
factor was 0.8599079588521927.
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5.11.9

Experiment 26

Experiment 26 was the last experiment carried out, which resulted in all of the 9324
boundary cases to be removed. The Mean Absolute Error became 0.4246, with 62.87% of
the cases correctly classified and 37.13% incorrectly classified. 42.32% of the cases were
identified as false positives and 32.58% were identified as false negatives.

The tree size reached 573 and the number of leaves were 392. The consistency factor
was 1.0, meaning that there are no more boundary cases.

5.12

Observations on Set 4

In Table 5.33, a summary of the effect of change in consistency upon tree size and
accuracy is shown. Model 9 has also been added to investigate the case where no
boundary cases were removed.

Table 5.33 Summary of increase in Consistency Factor, Tree Complexity and Accuracy
Model

CF

Tree

Leaves

MAE

Size

Correctly

Incorrectly

False

False

Classified

Classified

Positive

Negative

9

0.4052

580

471

0.4671

58.68%

41.32%

46.95%

36.22%

18

0.4339

578

408

0.4656

58.78%

41.22%

44%

38.78%

19

0.4670

549

389

0.461

58.70%

41.30%

46.57%

36.60%

20

0.5054

561

411

0.462

59.04%

40.96%

47.31%

35.51%

21

0.5508

558

385

0.4602

59.91%

40.09%

51.16%

30.57%

22

0.6052

574

386

0.4573

59.49%

40.51%

53.71%

29.60%

23

0.6715

519

369

0.4531

60.83%

39.17%

54.32%

27.34%

24

0.7540

465

321

0.4501

60.19%

39.81%

51.18%

30.61%

25

0.8599

517

358

0.437

61.87%

38.13%

48%

29.84%

26

1.0

573

392

0.4246

62.87%

37.13%

42.32%

32.58%

Pearson correlation test on the association between consistency of a dataset and the
tree complexity showed no significance at the 0.01 level, Table 5.34. The scatter plot,
Figure 5.7 confirmed the results.
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Table 5.34 Pearson Correlation on Consistency Factor and tree size
CF
CF

Pearson Correlation

TreeSize

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
TreeSize

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

-.397
.256

10.000

10

-.397

1.000

.256
10

10.000

Figure 5.7 Scatter plot showing the relationship between Consistency Factor and tree size

On the other hand, strong significance was observed, p-value<0.01, between consistency
of a data set and accuracy, Table 5.35, so that the lower the consistency the greater the
error in prediction. The scatter plot, Figure 5.8, showed a deep fall in Mean Absolute
Error as the Consistency Factor reaches 1.0.
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Table 5.35 Pearson Correlation on Consistency Factor and Mean Absolute Error
CF
CF

Pearson Correlation

MAE

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

MAE

-.979**
.000

N

10.000

10

Pearson Correlation

-.979**

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.000
10

10.000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Figure 5.8 Scatter plot showing the relationship between Consistency Factor and Mean
Absolute Error
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Chapter 6:
Summary and Future Research Prospects
In this research the effect of three forms of granulations were explored:
1. The effect of feature binning on tree size, data consistency and accuracy.
2. The effect of reducing insignificant features or attribute upon the tree size,
consistency and accuracy.
3. The effect of increasing data consistency upon tree size and accuracy.

The results of the experiments are summarized in Table 6.1

Table 6.1 Summary of the results from all the experiments
Granulation

Tree Size

Mean Absolute

Performed
Binning Attributes

Data Consistency

Error
Negative correlation

No significance

No significance

significant at 0.01
level
Removing

Positive correlation

Negative correlation

Positive correlation

Insignificant

significant at 0.01

significant at 0.01

significant at 0.01

Attributes

level

level

level

Increasing Data

No significance

Negative correlation

Not applicable

Consistency

significant at 0.01
level
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6.1

Attributes Binning

It was concluded that binning of the features can reduce the size of the tree constructed
and that there are no strong significance between attributes binning and data set’s
consistency and accuracy. The reason for the decrease in tree size is that with the
binning of features the distribution of values decreases and correspondingly the number
of splits in the decision tree. The concept can be illustrated in the case of grouping States
to Regions, where the 50 values of States were grouped into 5 Regions. In the case of
State there existed 50 possible splits for the tree, while for Regions there existed only 5
possible splits.

A possible explanation for why binning did not have strong association with consistency
lies in the fact that a single non-binned attribute can make a difference in the uniqueness
of records, even though the rest of the attributes were binned. For example, in Model 8
before binning LogTotLicensedStaffHours the Consistency Factor was 0.8643. Afterwards,
it fell to 0.4052.

6.2

Removal of Insignificant Features

The next important contribution of the research is that it investigated the relationship
between the reduction of insignificant attributes upon model complexity, consistency and
classification accuracy. It discovered that as more attributes were reduced the tree size
decreased. That was expected because the branches in a decision tree are built using
gain information from attributes. The less attributes there are in the data set the less
would be the number of branches.

With respect to consistency, there existed a positive correlation, so that the more
attributes there are the more consistent the data. The reason for this result is that with
more attributes there exist a higher probability of differentiating each record.
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Negative correlation was discovered between removing attributes and the error in
prediction. A model becomes inaccurate with less attributes. A reason for this may lie in
the relationship between consistency and accuracy, which will be discussed later on. With
more attributes the consistency is closer to 1.0, which may lead to less error. However,
as attributes are removed, the consistency falls which in turn may contribute to the
increase in error.

6.3

Data Consistency

As mentioned in the foregoing section, negative correlation was found between the
consistency of a data set and the accuracy. In other words, the more imprecise rules
exist in a data set, the greater the error in prediction. This conclusion is understandable
because contradictory rules do not grant information about classifying a new instance. In
addition, the result is inline with previous research that showed that removing redundant
data improves accuracy [60, 61, 63].

The consistency factor did not show any strong significance with tree complexity.

6.4

Further Research

In this research crisp grouping of data was performed, so that any value within ±1
standard deviation of the mean was recorded as “Average”. Lower values were included
as “Low” and anything higher was binned in the “High” category. However, in reality,
many instances lie at a border and occasionally it is difficult to categorize them either as
“High” or “Average”. In that respect it would be an item of further research to group a
feature based on fuzzy set theory. Correspondingly, the role of fuzzy set theory in
resolving skewness of attribute can also be investigated.

The affect of the number of groupings upon the tree classification was not researched.
For example, the numerical attributes were clustered into only three crisp sets: “High”,
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“Average”, “Low”. They could have also been assembled as “Very Low”, “Low”,
“Average”, “High”, “Very High”, resulting in five groups instead of three.

One novelty of this research is that it used significant factors from Rough Set Theory to
select features to be removed. However, to reduce attributes the concepts of reducts and
core from Rough Set Theory are more appropriate for attribute reduction. A reduct is a
set of those attribute that maintain the same approximation as the complete set. Core is
an intersection of all possible reducts. As time did not permit the reduction of attributes
using reducts and core, therefore only siginificant factors were used. However, in future
it would be propitious to exploit the ideas of reducts and core.

In addition the role of ‘value reducts’ in dealing with missing values needs to be
researched. That is because some values even if they were missing do not change the
consistency of the data and may be justifiably ignored.

Usually in data mining, techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or factor
analysis are used to find a subset of features that describe the complete data set. There
is a difference between such statistical techniques and the calculation of significant
factors. Principal Component Analysis applies a linear transformation on the original
variables into a new set of variables such that the transformation can describe most of
the variation in the dataset [53]. Whereas factor analysis tends to find ‘hidden factors’ in
the variables so that a linear transformation applied to these ‘hidden factors’ can lead to
the generation of the original variable set [53].

However, in the calculation of the significant factors, the purpose is to find those
conditions that would cause the most affect on the uniqueness of the dataset. So, that if
it was discovered that an attribute, A, has a significant factor of 0.6, it means that if that
attribute was removed then 60% of the data would become uncertain. It remains to be
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researched how feature selection techniques such as PCA and factor analysis compare
with significant factors in the classification of instances.

Amongst the sixteen variables affecting Electrical Deficiencies the research found the
type of ownership as having the most significant contribution and SFF having the least
significance. There is a need to verify and compare the results with statistical tests.

In this research the configuration options used to build the J48 Decision tree were not
changed. Future research can be conducted by finding an optimal set of configuration
options, as carried out by [44] and comparing them with rough set data preprocessed
trees.

This research primarily considered Electrical Deficiencies because of the equal frequency
that existed between the positive and negative outcomes. However, the classification
accuracy of deficiencies that do not exhibit such a balance need to be further
investigated.

The number of deficiencies a nursing home receives was not taken as the decision
attribute for classification because the J48 algorithm only permits output attributes that
are categorical. Further research can be undertaken to overcome this limitation.
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Appendix A:
Statistics on Training and Test Sets
Stats of Training Set on Model 1
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
State
SqrtTotNumRes
SqrtCertifiedBeds
LogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
InvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

1069
1649

Time taken to build model: 3.15 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

7489
1896
0.5952
0.2842
0.377
56.9301 %
75.452 %
9385

79.7975 %
20.2025 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.785
0.81

FP Rate
0.19
0.215

Precision
0.793
0.803

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.785
0.81

F-Measure
0.789
0.806

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
3539 971 |
a = Yes
925 3950 |
b = No
Stats of Testing Set on Model 1
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
State
SqrtTotNumRes
SqrtCertifiedBeds
LogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
InvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

1069

Size of the tree :

1649

Time taken to build model: 2.52 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3915
2375
0.2432
0.4244
0.5302
85.0504 %
106.1588 %
6290

62.2417 %
37.7583 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.606
0.637

FP Rate
0.363
0.394

Precision
0.602
0.641

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.606
0.637

F-Measure
0.604
0.639

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
1811 1177 |
a = Yes
1198 2104 |
b = No
Stats of Training Set on Model 2
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
SqrtTotNumRes
SqrtCertifiedBeds
MeanSqrtPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
MeanInvRNHours
MeanLogLPNLVNHours
MeanNumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
MeanLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

768
1278

Time taken to build model: 2.49 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6928
2457
0.4761
0.3355
0.4096
67.2049 %
81.9786 %
9385

73.8199 %
26.1801 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.741
0.735

FP Rate
0.265
0.259

Precision
0.722
0.754

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.741
0.735

F-Measure
0.731
0.745

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
3343 1167 |
a = Yes
1290 3585 |
b = No
Stats of Testing Set on Model 2
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
SqrtTotNumRes
SqrtCertifiedBeds
LogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
InvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

768
1278

Time taken to build model: 2.19 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3608
2682
0.1458
0.4654
0.5445
93.2689 %
109.0196 %
6290

57.3609 %
42.6391 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.56
0.586

FP Rate
0.414
0.44

Precision
0.55
0.595

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.56
0.586

F-Measure
0.555
0.591

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
1672 1316 |
a = Yes
1366 1936 |
b = No
Stats of Training Set on Model 3
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
SqrtCertifiedBeds
LogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
InvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

726

Size of the tree :

1182

Time taken to build model: 1.97 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6830
2555
0.4551
0.3506
0.4187
70.2254 %
83.8006 %
9385

72.7757 %
27.2243 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.728
0.728

FP Rate
0.272
0.272

Precision
0.712
0.743

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.728
0.728

F-Measure
0.72
0.735

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
3282 1228 |
a = Yes
1327 3548 |
b = No
Stats of Testing Set on Model 3
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
SqrtCertifiedBeds
LogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
InvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

726

Size of the tree :

1182

Time taken to build model: 2 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3663
2627
0.1628
0.464
0.5372
92.9852 %
107.5727 %
6290

58.2353 %
41.7647 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.563
0.6

FP Rate
0.4
0.437

Precision
0.56
0.603

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a

b

<-- classified as

Recall
0.563
0.6

F-Measure
0.562
0.601

Class
Yes
No
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1682 1306 |
1321 1981 |

a = Yes
b = No

Stats of Training Set on Model 4
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
LogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
InvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

754

Size of the tree :

1218

Time taken to build model: 2.4 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6830
2555
0.4548
0.3504
0.4186
70.1918 %
83.7805 %
9385

72.7757 %
27.2243 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.719
0.736

FP Rate
0.264
0.281

Precision
0.716
0.739

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a

b

<-- classified as

Recall
0.719
0.736

F-Measure
0.717
0.737

Class
Yes
No
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3242 1268 |
1287 3588 |

a = Yes
b = No

Stats of Testing Set on Model 4
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
LogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
InvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

754
1218

Time taken to build model: 2.41 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3665
2625
0.1629
0.4626
0.5387
92.7012 %
107.8634 %
6290

58.2671 %
41.7329 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.556
0.607

FP Rate
0.393
0.444

Precision
0.561
0.602

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.556
0.607

F-Measure
0.559
0.604

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
1662 1326 |
a = Yes
1299 2003 |
b = No
Stats of Training Set on Model 5
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinMedianSqrtPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
MedianInvRNHours
MedianLogLPNLVNHours
MedianNumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
MedianLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
10-fold cross-validation

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

378
575

Time taken to build model: 4.39 seconds
=== Stratified cross-validation ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

5517
3868
0.1752
0.4622
0.5057
92.5838 %
101.2096 %
9385

58.7853 %
41.2147 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.582
0.593

FP Rate
0.407
0.418

Precision
0.57
0.605

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.582
0.593

F-Measure
0.576
0.599

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
2627 1883 |
a = Yes
1985 2890 |
b = No

Stats of Testing Set on Model 5
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
InvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

712

Size of the tree :

1117

Time taken to build model: 2.38 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3692
2598
0.1691
0.4626
0.5307
92.6961 %
106.2651 %
6290

58.6963 %
41.3037 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.53
0.639

FP Rate
0.361
0.47

Precision
0.57
0.6

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.53
0.639

F-Measure
0.549
0.619

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
1583 1405 |
a = Yes
1193 2109 |
b = No
Stats of Training Set on Model 6
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

712
1116

Time taken to build model: 2.61 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6726
2659
0.4325
0.3695
0.4298
74.0075 %
86.0276 %
9385

71.6676 %
28.3324 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.705
0.727

FP Rate
0.273
0.295

Precision
0.705
0.727

=== Confusion Matrix ===

Recall
0.705
0.727

F-Measure
0.705
0.727

Class
Yes
No
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a
b
<-- classified as
3181 1329 |
a = Yes
1330 3545 |
b = No
Stats of Testing Set on Model 6
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
LogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

712

Size of the tree :

1116

Time taken to build model: 2.52 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3665
2625
0.1632
0.4652
0.53
93.2144 %
106.127 %
6290

58.2671 %
41.7329 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.56
0.603

FP Rate
0.397
0.44

Precision
0.561
0.602

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a

b

<-- classified as

Recall
0.56
0.603

F-Measure
0.56
0.603

Class
Yes
No
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1673 1315 |
1310 1992 |

a = Yes
b = No
Stats of Training Set on Model 7

Attributes:

Test mode:

18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

734

Size of the tree :

1105

Time taken to build model: 2.42 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6711
2674
0.4309
0.3752
0.4332
75.1616 %
86.6958 %
9385

71.5077 %
28.4923 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.741
0.691

FP Rate
0.309
0.259

Precision
0.689
0.742

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
3341 1169 |
a = Yes
1505 3370 |
b = No

Recall
0.741
0.691

F-Measure
0.714
0.716

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 7
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
NumberCNAHoursPerResPerDay
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

734

Size of the tree :

1105

Time taken to build model: 2.56 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3642
2648
0.1592
0.4657
0.5276
93.3155 %
105.6474 %
6290

57.9014 %
42.0986 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.597
0.562

FP Rate
0.438
0.403

Precision
0.553
0.607

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1785 1203 |
a = Yes
1445 1857 |
b = No

Recall
0.597
0.562

F-Measure
0.574
0.584

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 8
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

516

Size of the tree :

751

Time taken to build model: 2.45 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6378
3007
0.3568
0.4103
0.4529
82.1821 %
90.6543 %
9385

67.9595 %
32.0405 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.638
0.718

FP Rate
0.282
0.362

Precision
0.677
0.682

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2878 1632 |
a = Yes
1375 3500 |
b = No

Recall
0.638
0.718

F-Measure
0.657
0.7

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 8
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
LogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

516

Size of the tree :

751

Time taken to build model: 2.42 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3678
2612
0.1647
0.4662
0.5108
93.4306 %
102.2909 %
6290

58.4738 %
41.5262 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.529
0.635

FP Rate
0.365
0.471

Precision
0.567
0.598

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1581 1407 |
a = Yes
1205 2097 |
b = No

Recall
0.529
0.635

F-Measure
0.548
0.616

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 9
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

417

Size of the tree :

580

Time taken to build model: 6.58 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6248
3137
0.3292
0.4235
0.4602
84.8281 %
92.1022 %
9385

66.5743 %
33.4257 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.626
0.703

FP Rate
0.297
0.374

Precision
0.661
0.67

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2823 1687 |
a = Yes
1450 3425 |
b = No

Recall
0.626
0.703

F-Measure
0.643
0.686

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 9
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

417

Size of the tree :

580

Time taken to build model: 2.63 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3691
2599
0.1688
0.4671
0.5044
93.5947 %
101.0094 %
6290

58.6804 %
41.3196 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.53
0.638

FP Rate
0.362
0.47

Precision
0.57
0.6

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1585 1403 |
a = Yes
1196 2106 |
b = No

Recall
0.53
0.638

F-Measure
0.549
0.618

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 10
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
17
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

406

Size of the tree :

568

Time taken to build model: 2.35 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6235
3150
0.3264
0.4241
0.4605
84.9387 %
92.1622 %
9385

66.4358 %
33.5642 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.624
0.702

FP Rate
0.298
0.376

Precision
0.659
0.669

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2815 1695 |
a = Yes
1455 3420 |
b = No

Recall
0.624
0.702

F-Measure
0.641
0.685

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 10
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
17
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

406

Size of the tree :

568

Time taken to build model: 2.26 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3699
2591
0.1714
0.4669
0.5041
93.5581 %
100.9483 %
6290

58.8076 %
41.1924 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.532
0.639

FP Rate
0.361
0.468

Precision
0.571
0.601

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1589 1399 |
a = Yes
1192 2110 |
b = No

Recall
0.532
0.639

F-Measure
0.551
0.62

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 11
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
16
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

457

Size of the tree :

620

Time taken to build model: 2.16 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6239
3146
0.3268
0.4229
0.4599
84.7166 %
92.0416 %
9385

66.4784 %
33.5216 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.617
0.709

FP Rate
0.291
0.383

Precision
0.662
0.667

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2783 1727 |
a = Yes
1419 3456 |
b = No

Recall
0.617
0.709

F-Measure
0.639
0.687

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 11
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
16
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

457

Size of the tree :

620

Time taken to build model: 2.2 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3686
2604
0.1664
0.4681
0.5067
93.811 %
101.4665 %
6290

58.601
41.399

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.52
0.646

FP Rate
0.354
0.48

Precision
0.57
0.598

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1554 1434 |
a = Yes
1170 2132 |
b = No

Recall
0.52
0.646

F-Measure
0.544
0.621

Class
Yes
No

%
%
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Stats of Training Set on Model 12
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
15
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

409

Size of the tree :

567

Time taken to build model: 2.17 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6197
3188
0.318
0.4272
0.4622
85.5657 %
92.5017 %
9385

66.0309 %
33.9691 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.615
0.702

FP Rate
0.298
0.385

Precision
0.656
0.664

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2775 1735 |
a = Yes
1453 3422 |
b = No

Recall
0.615
0.702

F-Measure
0.635
0.682

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 12
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
15
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

409

Size of the tree :

567

Time taken to build model: 1.91 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3699
2591
0.1707
0.4692
0.5061
94.0318 %
101.3305 %
6290

58.8076 %
41.1924 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.523
0.647

FP Rate
0.353
0.477

Precision
0.573
0.6

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1563 1425 |
a = Yes
1166 2136 |
b = No

Recall
0.523
0.647

F-Measure
0.547
0.622

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 13
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
14
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

352

Size of the tree :

481

Time taken to build model: 1.96 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6121
3264
0.3007
0.4354
0.4666
87.204 %
93.3831 %
9385

65.2211 %
34.7789 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.588
0.712

FP Rate
0.288
0.412

Precision
0.654
0.651

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2650 1860 |
a = Yes
1404 3471 |
b = No

Recall
0.588
0.712

F-Measure
0.619
0.68

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 13
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
14
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

352

Size of the tree :

481

Time taken to build model: 1.84 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3696
2594
0.1683
0.4708
0.5029
94.3472 %
100.7083 %
6290

58.7599 %
41.2401 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.505
0.662

FP Rate
0.338
0.495

Precision
0.575
0.597

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1509 1479 |
a = Yes
1115 2187 |
b = No

Recall
0.505
0.662

F-Measure
0.538
0.628

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 14
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
13
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

330
448

Time taken to build model: 2 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6106
3279
0.2982
0.4369
0.4674
87.5179 %
93.551 %
9385

65.0613 %
34.9387 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.6
0.698

FP Rate
0.302
0.4

Precision
0.647
0.653

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2704 1806 |
a = Yes
1473 3402 |
b = No

Recall
0.6
0.698

F-Measure
0.623
0.675

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 14
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
13
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

330

Size of the tree :

448

Time taken to build model: 1.8 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3693
2597
0.1684
0.47
0.501
94.1915 %
100.3128 %
6290

58.7122 %
41.2878 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.518
0.65

FP Rate
0.35
0.482

Precision
0.572
0.598

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1548 1440 |
a = Yes
1157 2145 |
b = No

Recall
0.518
0.65

F-Measure
0.544
0.623

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 15
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
12
U
Region
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

343

Size of the tree :

456

Time taken to build model: 2.32 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

6080
3305
0.2919
0.4382
0.4681
87.7821 %
93.6921 %
9385

64.7842 %
35.2158 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.582
0.709

FP Rate
0.291
0.418

Precision
0.649
0.647

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2626 1884 |
a = Yes
1421 3454 |
b = No

Recall
0.582
0.709

F-Measure
0.614
0.676

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 15
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
12
U
Region
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

343

Size of the tree :

456

Time taken to build model: 2.03 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3697
2593
0.1687
0.4698
0.4999
94.1442 %
100.1072 %
6290

58.7758 %
41.2242 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.506
0.662

FP Rate
0.338
0.494

Precision
0.575
0.597

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1511 1477 |
a = Yes
1116 2186 |
b = No

Recall
0.506
0.662

F-Measure
0.538
0.628

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 16
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
11
U
Region
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

236

Size of the tree :

314

Time taken to build model: 3.83 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

5957
3428
0.2661
0.4495
0.4741
90.0275 %
94.8828 %
9385

63.4736 %
36.5264 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.58
0.686

FP Rate
0.314
0.42

Precision
0.63
0.638

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2614 1896 |
a = Yes
1532 3343 |
b = No

Recall
0.58
0.686

F-Measure
0.604
0.661

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 16
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
11
U
Region
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

236

Size of the tree :

314

Time taken to build model: 1.76 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3673
2617
0.1621
0.4719
0.4964
94.5646 %
99.4062 %
6290

58.3943 %
41.6057 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.516
0.645

FP Rate
0.355
0.484

Precision
0.568
0.596

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1542 1446 |
a = Yes
1171 2131 |
b = No

Recall
0.516
0.645

F-Measure
0.541
0.62

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 17
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
10
U
Region
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

187

Size of the tree :

252

Time taken to build model: 1.35 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

5911
3474
0.2561
0.4533
0.4761
90.788 %
95.2828 %
9385

62.9835 %
37.0165 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.57
0.685

FP Rate
0.315
0.43

Precision
0.626
0.633

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2571 1939 |
a = Yes
1535 3340 |
b = No

Recall
0.57
0.685

F-Measure
0.597
0.658

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 17
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

9385
10
U
Region
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 6290 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

187

Size of the tree :

252

Time taken to build model: 1.36 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3674
2616
0.162
0.4717
0.4951
94.5282 %
99.1429 %
6290

58.4102 %
41.5898 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.51
0.651

FP Rate
0.349
0.49

Precision
0.57
0.595

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1524 1464 |
a = Yes
1152 2150 |
b = No

Recall
0.51
0.651

F-Measure
0.538
0.622

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 18
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

8757
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

408

Size of the tree :

578

Time taken to build model: 2.46 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

5875
2882
0.3409
0.4236
0.4602
84.7758 %
92.0738 %
8757

67.0892 %
32.9108 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.65
0.69

FP Rate
0.31
0.35

Precision
0.666
0.676

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2772 1490 |
a = Yes
1392 3103 |
b = No

Recall
0.65
0.69

F-Measure
0.658
0.683

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 18
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

8757
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 5883 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

408

Size of the tree :

578

Time taken to build model: 2.22 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3458
2425
0.1722
0.4656
0.5039
93.282 %
100.9185 %
5883

58.7795 %
41.2205 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.56
0.612

FP Rate
0.388
0.44

Precision
0.559
0.613

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1540 1210 |
a = Yes
1215 1918 |
b = No

Recall
0.56
0.612

F-Measure
0.559
0.613

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Training Set on Model 19
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

8113
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

389
549

Time taken to build model: 1.85 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

5530
2583
0.3604
0.4152
0.4556
83.2196 %
91.2248 %
8113

68.1622 %
31.8378 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.639
0.72

FP Rate
0.28
0.361

Precision
0.676
0.687

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2473 1396 |
a = Yes
1187 3057 |
b = No

Recall
0.639
0.72

F-Measure
0.657
0.703

Class
Yes
No
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Stats of Testing Set on Model 19
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

8113
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 5491 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

389

Size of the tree :

549

Time taken to build model: 1.9 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3223
2268
0.1689
0.461
0.5028
92.4445 %
100.7162 %
5491

58.696
41.304

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.534
0.634

FP Rate
0.366
0.466

Precision
0.566
0.604

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1385 1207 |
a = Yes
1061 1838 |
b = No

Recall
0.534
0.634

F-Measure
0.55
0.618

Class
Yes
No

%
%
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Training Set for Model 20
7495
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

411

Size of the tree :

561

Time taken to build model: 1.64 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

5053
2442
0.3421
0.4204
0.4585
84.5213 %
91.9356 %
7495

67.4183 %
32.5817 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.617
0.723

FP Rate
0.277
0.383

Precision
0.658
0.686

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
2145 1329 |
a = Yes
1113 2908 |
b = No

Recall
0.617
0.723

F-Measure
0.637
0.704

Class
Yes
No
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Stats on Testing Set for Model 20
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

7495
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 5073 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

411

Size of the tree :

561

Time taken to build model: 1.46 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

2995
2078
0.1725
0.462
0.5017
92.9116 %
100.6304 %
5073

59.038
40.962

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.527
0.645

FP Rate
0.355
0.473

Precision
0.56
0.613

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1235 1109 |
a = Yes
969 1760 |
b = No

Recall
0.527
0.645

F-Measure
0.543
0.629

Class
Yes
No

%
%
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Training Set for Model 21
6870
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

385

Size of the tree :

558

Time taken to build model: 1.42 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

4720
2150
0.3622
0.4089
0.4522
82.3436 %
90.7434 %
6870

68.7045 %
31.2955 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.581
0.777

FP Rate
0.223
0.419

Precision
0.688
0.686

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1832 1319 |
a = Yes
831 2888 |
b = No

Recall
0.581
0.777

F-Measure
0.63
0.729

Class
Yes
No
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Stats on Testing Set for Model 21
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

6870
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 4662 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

385

Size of the tree :

558

Time taken to build model: 1.29 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

2793
1869
0.1848
0.4602
0.5051
92.6077 %
101.2972 %
4662

59.9099 %
40.0901 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.488
0.694

FP Rate
0.306
0.512

Precision
0.579
0.612

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1053 1103 |
a = Yes
766 1740 |
b = No

Recall
0.488
0.694

F-Measure
0.53
0.651

Class
Yes
No
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Training Set for Model 22
6240
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

386
574

Time taken to build model: 1.11 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

4396
1844
0.3945
0.3985
0.4464
80.4195 %
89.6771 %
6240

70.4487 %
29.5513 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.587
0.802

FP Rate
0.198
0.413

Precision
0.71
0.701

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1657 1167 |
a = Yes
677 2739 |
b = No

Recall
0.587
0.802

F-Measure
0.642
0.748

Class
Yes
No
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Testing Set for Model 22
6240
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 4256 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

386

Size of the tree :

574

Time taken to build model: 1.1 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

2532
1724
0.1695
0.4573
0.5075
92.2859 %
101.9567 %
4256

59.4925 %
40.5075 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.463
0.704

FP Rate
0.296
0.537

Precision
0.564
0.613

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
891 1034 |
a = Yes
690 1641 |
b = No

Recall
0.463
0.704

F-Measure
0.508
0.656

Class
Yes
No
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Stats on Training Set for Model 23
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

5636
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

369
519

Time taken to build model: 1.07 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

4010
1626
0.4048
0.3943
0.444
79.7233 %
89.2881 %
5636

71.1498 %
28.8502 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.573
0.824

FP Rate
0.176
0.427

Precision
0.725
0.704

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1445 1079 |
a = Yes
547 2565 |
b = No

Recall
0.573
0.824

F-Measure
0.64
0.759

Class
Yes
No
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Stats on Testing Set for Model 23
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

5636
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 3824 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

369

Size of the tree :

519

Time taken to build model: 0.91 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

2326
1498
0.1873
0.4531
0.5045
91.7899 %
101.6593 %
3824

60.8264 %
39.1736 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.457
0.727

FP Rate
0.273
0.543

Precision
0.566
0.631

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
766 911 |
a = Yes
587 1560 |
b = No

Recall
0.457
0.727

F-Measure
0.506
0.676

Class
Yes
No
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Stats on Training Set for Model 24
Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

5010
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves

:

Size of the tree :

321
465

Time taken to build model: 0.77 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3613
1397
0.4293
0.3826
0.4374
77.3201 %
87.932 %
5010

72.1158 %
27.8842 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.622
0.802

FP Rate
0.198
0.378

Precision
0.719
0.723

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1400 849 |
a = Yes
548 2213 |
b = No

Recall
0.622
0.802

F-Measure
0.667
0.76

Class
Yes
No
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Testing Set for Model 24
5010
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 3414 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

321

Size of the tree :

465

Time taken to build model: 0.78 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

2055
1359
0.1844
0.4501
0.5082
90.9959 %
102.2236 %
3414

60.1933 %
39.8067 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.488
0.694

FP Rate
0.306
0.512

Precision
0.563
0.626

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
745 781 |
a = Yes
578 1310 |
b = No

Recall
0.488
0.694

F-Measure
0.523
0.658

Class
Yes
No
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Training Set for Model 25
4372
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

358

Size of the tree :

517

Time taken to build model: 0.57 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

3212
1160
0.4563
0.3669
0.4283
74.2053 %
86.1427 %
4372

73.4675 %
26.5325 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.635
0.815

FP Rate
0.185
0.365

Precision
0.736
0.734

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1242 714 |
a = Yes
446 1970 |
b = No

Recall
0.635
0.815

F-Measure
0.682
0.773

Class
Yes
No
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Testing Set for Model 25
4372
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 3016 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

358

Size of the tree :

517

Time taken to build model: 0.58 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

1866
1150
0.2239
0.437
0.5055
88.2133 %
101.4722 %
3016

61.87
38.13

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.52
0.702

FP Rate
0.298
0.48

Precision
0.594
0.635

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
716 661 |
a = Yes
489 1150 |
b = No

Recall
0.52
0.702

F-Measure
0.555
0.667

Class
Yes
No

%
%
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Training Set for Model 26
3772
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
evaluate on training data

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

392

Size of the tree :

573

Time taken to build model: 0.42 seconds
=== Evaluation on training set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

2913
859
0.5382
0.3307
0.4066
66.7848 %
81.7222 %
3772

77.2269 %
22.7731 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.725
0.811

FP Rate
0.189
0.275

Precision
0.759
0.782

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
1233 467 |
a = Yes
392 1680 |
b = No

Recall
0.725
0.811

F-Measure
0.742
0.796

Class
Yes
No
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Instances:
Attributes:

Test mode:

Stats on Testing Set for Model 26
3772
18
U
Region
BinSqrtTotNumRes
BinSqrtCertifiedBeds
BinLogPercOfOccupiedBeds
CategoryDescription
LocatedWithinAHospital
CCRC
TypeOfOwnership
MultiNursingHomeOwnership
ResidentAndFamilyCouncils
QISSurvey
SFF
BinInvRNHours
BinLogLPNLVNHours
BinNumberCNAHours
BinLogTotLicensedStaffHours
Electrical_Deficiencies
user supplied test set: 2580 instances

=== Classifier model (full training set) ===
J48 pruned tree
-----------------Number of Leaves :

392

Size of the tree :

573

Time taken to build model: 0.67 seconds
=== Evaluation on test set ===
=== Summary ===
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error
Total Number of Instances

1622
958
0.2517
0.4246
0.5099
85.4658 %
102.152 %
2580

62.8682 %
37.1318 %

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
TP Rate
0.577
0.674

FP Rate
0.326
0.423

Precision
0.608
0.645

=== Confusion Matrix ===
a
b
<-- classified as
695 510 |
a = Yes
448 927 |
b = No

Recall
0.577
0.674

F-Measure
0.592
0.659

Class
Yes
No
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Appendix B:
Visualizations of Tree Models
Model 1

Model 2
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Model 3

Model 4
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Model 5

Model 6
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Model 7

Model 8
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Model 9

Model10
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Model 11

Model 12
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Model 13

Model 14
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Model 15

Model 16
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Model 17

Model 18
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Model 19

Model 20
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Model 21

Model 22
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Model 23

Model 24
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Model 25

Model 26
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